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Chapter 7

Summary and outlook

In this thesis, we have studied shock propagation in dilute media.

In chapter 4 we revisited the classic solution describing the propagation of a blast wave

through a medium at rest, following an intense explosion. We compared the TvNS solu-

tion for the radial distribution of pressure, temperature, density, and flow velocity fields

with results from large scale event-driven molecular dynamics simulations of hard spheres

in three dimensions. We find that the TvNS solution fails to describe the numerical data

well. In particular, the power-law behavior away from the shock front for temperature and

density have di↵erent exponents in the theory and simulations.

The TvNS theory was modified by using a virial equation of state for the hard sphere gas

instead of the ideal gas constitutive relation. We find that the hydrodynamic solution does

not noticeably change beyond the inclusion of six virial coe�cients. We restricted our

analysis to the known ten virial coe�cients. While inclusion of the more realistic virial

equation of state modifies the theoretical predictions, especially near the shock front, it

does not modify any of the exponents, and thus fails to describe the simulation data.

We also checked the di↵erent assumptions of the TvNS theory. The assumption of local

equilibrium is a key assumption of the TvNS solution. In particular, the main consequence
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of this assumption that goes into the theory is the existence of an equation of state for the

gas. Though the numerics and theory do not agree for the scaling functions, surprisingly,

the local pressure, temperature and density satisfy the virial equation of state for the hard

sphere gas very well, except for a small deviation near the shock front [see Fig. 4.8].

On the other hand, the radial velocity fluctuations are not gaussian, and is skewed towards

positive fluctuations. This shows that local equilibrium is not attained. The hydrodynamic

equations correspond to the collision less limit of the Boltzmann equation, and does not

ensure equilibration.

One way to understand the role of the observed skewed distributions would be to study

a system where the local velocities are reassigned at a constant rate from a Maxwell-

Boltzmann distribution with the local temperature, and ask whether any qualitative changes

are observed. This is a promising area for future study. This model also can be extended

to study the response of a system of binary mixtures to a sudden impact. This may give

rise to a density gradient along with temperature gradient. The disturbance caused by

the shock is on an average spherically symmetric. In the thesis, we have focussed on the

average behavior and ignored the fluctuations. These fluctuations could give rise to in-

stabilities and can be used to understand the instabilities shown in astrophysical systems

and so opens applications to the area of astrophysical systems. We studied the system

where the particles move radially outward following a localized perturbation. Instead of

this kind of explosion problem, it is also interesting to study the astrophysically impor-

tant phenomena called implosion where the particles are migrating to a localized region.

Finally, we have assumed that the ambient temperature is zero. Introducing an ambient

temperature would allow us to study the crossover from strong to weak shocks. This is a

promising area for further study.

Earlier molecular dynamics simulations in two dimensions [17] found that the simulations

reproduce well the TvNS solution for low to medium densities, except for a small di↵er-

ence in the discontinuities at the shock front. Also, a slight discrepancy was observed near
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the shock center. When the number density of the ambient gas is high, the TvNS solution

did not describe well the data near the shock front [17]. This is contrary to our results in

three dimensions where the TvNS solution does not match with simulation. So, in chap-

ter 5, we compared the TvNS solutions for the radial distributions for the thermodynamic

quantities in two dimensions with the solutions from large scale event-driven simulations

in two dimensions. We doubtlessly found that the results from theory in two dimensions

do not match with the results from simulation in two dimensions. We revisited all the

assumptions in theory in the similar way as we did in three dimensional study.

In chapter 6, we studied shock propagation in a granular system that is continuously driven

in a localized region. We analyzed both the elastic and inelastic systems through scaling

arguments and extensive event-driven molecular dynamics simulations. By identifying

that energy grows linearly in the elastic system and radial momentum grows linearly in

the inelastic system, the exponents governing the power-law growth of bulk quantities

such as radius of disturbance and number of moving particles were obtained. For the in-

elastic system, the linear growth of radial momentum crucially depended on the formation

of dense bands enclosing an empty region, due to inelastic collision, as seen in the simu-

lations. There are very few driven granular systems where exact results can be obtained.

The solution in this chapter provides an example where the exponents, presumably exact,

may be determined through scaling arguments.

We analyzed two experiments on pattern formation that arise due to the injection of a gas

at localized point in a two-dimensional granular medium. The experimentally obtained

radial growth of the pattern was shown to be consistent with the results in this thesis, even

though the present study ignores friction that would appear to be relevant in experiments.

The experimental patterns show the formation of bands that have fractal structure, which

is not captured by our model. However, the detailed structure of the bands does not play

a role in determining the growth-law exponent, as the scaling arguments required only

conservation of radial momentum, which in turn depends only on the existence of a band
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enclosing an empty region and not on its structure.

In the case of driven granular systems, which we studied, the injection of particles with

di↵erent size from those in the system, can retain the fingering patterns observed in ex-

periments. Another fascinating case is the problem of splatter, in which the particles are

confined in half-space and perturb this system. Thus the study of shock propagation fol-

lowed by sudden impact and continuous perturbation, o↵ers a variety of possibilities for

the future.
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Synopsis

A system that is in thermal equilibrium or in a non-equilibrium steady state, when slightly

perturbed, relaxes to its stationary state with time. For small perturbations, the relaxation

may be studied within linear response theory. However, when the perturbation is strong,

the system is taken far from the stationary state, and the response becomes di�cult to

study. A special class of a strong perturbation is one when the perturbation is localized in

space, either as a single impact or continuous in time. When the perturbation is localized

in space, then a shock wave may result if the flow velocity is much larger than the speed

of sound in the medium. Such situations arise in many di↵erent physical phenomena.

Examples include atomic explosion, supernova remnants, crater formation, viscous fin-

gering, etc. In this thesis, we study shock propagation in both an elastic medium (dilute

gas) and an inelastic medium (granular material).

Shock propagation in a dilute gas

In an intense explosion, a large amount of energy is deposited at a point, which creates a

shock wave that propagates radially outwards. The gas properties like density, velocity,

pressure, and temperature inside the shock region vary continuously with radius, and have

discontinuities at the shock front, which separates the disturbed region from the ambient

gas at rest. The growth of the radius of the shock front R(t) may be found by simple

dimensional analysis to be R(t) ⇠ t2/d+2 [1, 2, 3]. The dependence of the thermodynamic
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quantities on radius was first studied, in the scaling limit, by Taylor, von Neumann, and

Sedov and is known as the TvNS theory, and is one of the classic problems in gas dy-

namics. The mass, momentum, and energy are conserved locally so that the fluid flow

is described by the corresponding continuity equations. Assumptions of local equilib-

rium, and absence of heat conduction further simplify the equations in the hydrodynamic

limit. The assumption of local equilibrium implies that the flow is isentropic, and that

the local temperature, pressure, and density are related through the equation of state of

the gas, which in the TvNS theory is assumed to be that of the ideal gas. The values of

the thermodynamic quantities behind the shock front are determined in terms of the cor-

responding values just ahead of the shock front through the Rankine-Hugoniot boundary

conditions. With these assumptions it was possible to obtain an exact solution for the

non-dimensionlized scaling functions describing density, velocity, pressure, and temper-

ature [1, 4, 2, 3, 5].

The radial growth described in TvNS theory has been verified experimentally in atomic

explosion [4], cylindrically symmetric blast waves produced by focussing ultra fast laser

pulses on gas jets [6], spherical blast waves produced by focussing laser beam on target

pins [7], and in blast waves produced by focussing laser pulses with varying energy in

a cluster media by using laser machining technique [8], etc. The radial growth has also

been verified accurately in simulations of particle-based microscopic models [9, 10]. In

addition, the TvNS theory has applications in the early stages of supernova remnants,

formation of stars and galaxy.

There have been many studies that have generalized the TvNS theory by including the

e↵ects like radiation, heat conduction [11], viscous e↵ect [12, 13] and implosions [14,

15, 16], etc. However, these were at the level of adding more terms to the hydrodynamic

equations, and analyzing the resulting equations numerically. Surprisingly, there have

been no simulation of particle-based microscopic models that check the validity of the

TvNS theory. It has only been very recently that the predictions for the radial distribution
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of density, flow velocity, and temperature fields in two dimensions have been compared

with results from molecular dynamics simulations [17]. It was found that the simulations

reproduce well the TvNS solution for low to medium densities, except for a small dif-

ference in the discontinuities at the shock front, and a slight discrepancy near the shock

center. When the number density of the ambient gas is high, the TvNS solution was seen

to not describe well the data near the shock front. However, the key assumptions of local

equilibrium and the existence of an equation of state that are assumed in the TvNS solu-

tion were not tested in the simulations. Also, the simulation data was presented only for a

single time, and thus it is not very clear whether the scaling limit has been reached. While

these simulations were in two dimensions, there are no similar studies in three dimen-

sions. Thus, it is not very clear where the TvNS solution is reproducible in microscopic

models and which assumptions of the TvNS theory are actually valid.

In this thesis, we compare the TvNS results, for the scaling functions with the results

from large scale event driven molecular dynamics simulations. We find that the TvNS

solutions fail to describe the numerical data well in three dimensions. This is contrary

to results from earlier molecular dynamics study in two dimensions [17]. In order to test

the importance of spatial dimensions, we also compare TvNS solution in two dimensions

with simulations in two dimensions. Consider a system of identical hard spheres which

are initially at rest and uniformly distributed in space. The system is perturbed by an

initial localized input of energy at the origin by giving kinetic energy to a few particle.

The particles move ballistically until they undergo elastic, momentum conserving colli-

sions with other particles. The initial perturbation creates a disturbance that propagates

outwards in a radially symmetric fashion as shown in Fig 1. The conserved quantities in

the model are density, momentum, and energy as in the TvNS theory. The main results

obtained from simulations are briefly described below.

• We determine numerically the radial distribution of density, velocity, temperature,

and pressure and show unambiguously that the TvNS theory fails to describe the
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1: Snapshots of moving (red) and stationary (blue) particles following an impact
near the center. Time increases from (a) to (c). All collisions are elastic and the simula-
tions are in two dimensions.
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Figure 2: The variation of the scaling functions (a) R(⇠), (b) V(⇠), (c) E(⇠), and (d) P(⇠)
corresponding to non-dimensionalized density, velocity, temperature, and pressure with
scaled distance ⇠ in three dimensions. The data are shown for 2 di↵erent initial densities
⇢0 = 0.1 and 0.4. The data correspond to di↵erent times as indicated in (a). The black
solid lines correspond to the TvNS solution.
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numerical data for most distances, ranging from the shock center to the shock front,

both in two and three dimensions [see Figs 2 and 3].
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• We modify the TvNS theory to replace the constitutive relation of an ideal gas law

to the virial equation of state (up to 10 terms) for a hard sphere gas. We show

that while inclusion of the more realistic constitutive relation into the TvNS theory

modifies the predictions for the scaling functions, especially near the shock front,

they still fail to describe the data well in terms of the exponents characterizing the

power law behavior near the shock center.

• By measuring pressure, temperature, and density independently, we show that, nu-

merically, the virial equation of state is satisfied, justifying the key assumption of
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TvNS theory of the existence of an equation of state.

• The energy is equipartitioned equally among the di↵erent degrees of freedom, as

would be expected in a system in local equilibrium.

• We find that the distribution of the velocity fluctuations, in regions between the

shock center and shock front, has non-gaussian tails. In particular, it is asymmetric

with non-zero skewness and an exponential tail, showing that local thermal equi-

librium is not reached. The lack of local equilibrium could be a possible reason for

the TvNS theory to fail in three dimensions.

• The flow velocity is subsonic within the blast and supersonic when compared to the

ambient gas into which the shock is expanding, as implicitly assumed in the TvNS

solution.

Shock propagation in dilute granular gas

Shocks can propagate in dilute inelastic gas also. The most common example of inelastic

media is granular systems. Granular systems are ubiquitous in our daily life from micro-

scopic scale to astrophysical scale including food grains, co↵ee beans, sand, steel balls,

and planetary rings. The two important features associated with granular materials which

make them unique are the irrelevance of the energy scale kBT of temperature and the dis-

sipative nature of interaction between particles. The dissipative nature of the interactions

among the constituent particles can lead to diverse physical phenomena such as shock

propagation, pattern formation, clustering instability, granular piles, jamming, segrega-

tion, stratification, shear flows, surface waves, fingering instability, and fluidization (see

the reviews in [18, 19, 20]). A subclass of problems that have been of experimental and

theoretical interest is the response of a granular system at rest to an external perturbation

that is applied either as an instantaneous impulse or continuously in time.
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One of the most commonly studied examples is the globally perturbed freely cooling

granular gas, where homogeneously distributed macroscopic particles with random veloc-

ities move ballistically and dissipate energy through inelastic collisions, in the absence of

external driving. Another interesting limit is the locally perturbed freely cooling granular

gas, where initially all particles are at rest and kinetic energy is imparted to a few local-

ized particles. The problem of atomic explosion is analogous to the second kind. In both

cases discussed above, the perturbation was an impulse. One could also consider contin-

uous and locally perturbed driven granular systems, where particles at rest are driven by

a continuous injection of energy in a small domain. This scenario has been investigated

in many recent experiments and includes pattern formation in granular material due to the

injection of a gas [21, 22], grains [23], or fluid [24]. We study a simple model of spheres

at rest that is driven at the origin by a continuous injection of particles from outside. From

a combination of event-driven simulations and scaling arguments, we determine the ex-

ponents governing the growth of the disturbance. The results are compared with the data

from two experiments [21, 22] and excellent agreement is obtained.

In this thesis, we consider a d-dimensional system of hard spheres. The particles move

ballistically until they undergo inelastic, momentum-conserving binary collisions with

other particles. Initially, all particles are at rest and uniformly distributed in space. The

system is driven locally by a continuous input of energy restricted to a small region by

injecting particles at a constant rate at the origin. The injected particles undergo their

first collision with a particle in the system, after which the injected particles are removed

from the system so that the total number of particles in the system is conserved. We also

consider a nonconserved model in which the injected particles stay in the system, thereby

increasing the total number of particles at a constant rate. It is observed that the scaling

laws at large times are identical for both models, and we focus only on the model where

total number of particles is conserved.

• When the energetic particles are injected from the center, particles upto a certain
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4: Snapshots of moving (red) and stationary (blue) particles following the contin-
uous injection of particles at the center. Time increases from (a) to (c). All collisions are
inelastic and the simulations are in two dimensions.
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Figure 5: Simulation results for the temporal variation of radius Rt in two and three di-
mensions for (a) elastic system, and (b) inelastic system.

distance are disturbed, and the zone of disturbance propagates radially outward. In

the case of the inelastic system, particles cluster together and form a dense band

adjacent to the front of the disturbance, forming a vacant region around the center.

The time evolution of the disturbance for an inelastic system is as shown in Fig 4. In

contrast, in the elastic system, the circular region of moving particles has nonzero

density everywhere.

• We assume a power-law growth for the radius of disturbance, Rt ⇠ t↵. By identify-

ing that energy grows linearly in the elastic system and radial momentum grows lin-

early in the inelastic system, the exponents governing the power-law growth of the

radius of disturbance was obtained. From the scaling argument, we obtain ↵ = 3
d+2
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for an elastic system and ↵ = 2
d+1 for an inelastic system, where d represents the

spatial dimension.

• The simulation results match well the predictions for the power law growth for

the radius of disturbance for elastic and inelastic systems both in two and three

dimensions, as shown in Fig 5.

• We analyzed two experiments on pattern formation [21, 22] that arise due to the

injection of a gas at localized point in a two-dimensional granular medium. The

first experiment of interest is pattern formation in spherical glass beads that are

distributed uniformly within a circular Hele-Shaw cell [21]. The beads, initially at

rest, were perturbed by the continuous injection of pressurized nitrogen through a

hole at the center of the bottom plate of the cell. When the driving pressure was

high enough, the continuous perturbation led to the formation of a time-dependent

growing viscous fingering pattern. We replot the published experimental data for

scaled radius against scaled time as shown in Fig 6 (a). We also analyze data from

a similar experiment with granular material confined in a circular Hele-Shaw cell

with central air injection [22] and the radial growth is as shown in Fig 6 (b). When

the injection pressure is su�cient enough, the particles in the system move out by

forming a central (roughly circular) region devoid of particles. Around this central

region, there is a zone where the granular material is compacted. In both the case,
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experimentally obtained radial growth of the pattern was shown to be consistent

with our simulation results by obeying the same power-law.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Thermodynamic systems may be in equilibrium or out of equilibrium. A system is in

equilibrium if the macroscopic properties of the system do not change with time, and

there are no currents in the system. There is a well developed frame work for calculating

expectation value of observables in equilibrium: a configuration C occurs with probability

proportional to e��E(C), where � = 1/kBT , T is the absolute temperature, and E(C) is the

energy of the configuration.

The study of non-equilibrium systems is one of the developing and fascinating areas in

current science. A comprehensive theory for describing systems far from equilibrium is

still lacking, though almost all systems around us, ranging from nanoscale to astrophysical

scale, are far from equilibrium. Some of them include powders, colloids, granular sys-

tems, astrophysical systems, and biological systems. These systems show many complex

phenomena like pattern formation, clustering, shock propagation, avalanche, stratifica-

tion, chaos, turbulence, earthquake, etc.

When a system in equilibrium is perturbed slightly, it relaxes to its stationary state with

time. For small perturbations, the relaxation of such systems can be studied within linear

response theory. When the perturbation is strong, the system is taken far from equilib-

rium and it is di�cult to predict the response of such a system. A special case of a strong
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perturbation is a localized perturbation, either as a single impact or continuous in time.

When the perturbation is localized in space, then a shock wave may result if the flow ve-

locity is much larger than the speed of sound in the medium. Such situations arise in many

di↵erent physical situations, both in elastic and inelastic media. Some of the examples of

shock waves include those during an atomic explosion, the shock wave generated during

when aircraft break the speed of sound, bullet bow shock waves created when a bullet

is fired from a ri✏e, and the wakes of a fast-moving boat. Astrophysical shocks, cre-

ated by supernovae, are one of the major energy sources in the interstellar medium. The

propagation of shocks in elastic and inelastic media is the subject matter of this thesis.

1.1 Shock propagation in dilute elastic gas

In an intense explosion, a large amount of energy is deposited at a point, which creates a

shock wave that propagates radially outwards. The growth of the radius of the shock front

R(t) may be found by simple dimensional analysis to be R(t) ⇠ t2/(d+2) [1, 2, 3]. Inside the

blast wave, the gas properties like density, temperature, and pressure vary continuously

with a discontinuity at the shock front, the layer which separates the disturbed region from

the ambient gas at rest. The dependence of these thermodynamic quantities on radius was

first studied, in the scaling limit, by Taylor, von Neumann, and Sedov [1, 4, 2, 3, 5],

and will be referred to in the remainder of the thesis as TvNS theory, which is one of

the classic problems in gas dynamics. In the case of strong shocks, the perturbed matter

moves faster than the rate at which energy is transferred through heat or sound modes,

and the expansion of the gas is self-similar in time.

The scaling law for R(t) was first verified, to a high degree of accuracy, in the Trinity

nuclear explosion of 1945 [1, 4], later on in the intermediate time evolution of supernova

remnants [3, 25, 26, 27], and in laboratory experiments of laser-driven blast waves in gas

jets [6], plasma [7], or cluster media [8]. Experimental studies and applications for the
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evolution of astrophysical systems like supernova explosion are summarized in Ref. [28,

29]. The radial growth has also been verified accurately in simulations of particle-based

microscopic models [9, 10].

In a very intense blast wave in the air, such as a nuclear explosion, more complicated

phenomena than that described by hydrodynamics are also observed. Due to the extremely

large temperatures that are generated, initially, energy is transported mostly as radiation.

The air atoms are ionized resulting in varying adiabatic index. As the gas cools, radiation

becomes less important, and the transport of energy is dominated by the shock wave. It is

this intermediate regime that is described by hydrodynamics, and where the TvNS theory

is applicable. We note that in our simulations of hard spheres, only this intermediate

hydrodynamic regime can be studied.

TvNS theory is valid in the hydrodynamic limit. The conserved quantities in the prob-

lem are mass, momentum, and energy. Their evolution is described by the corresponding

continuity equations. Within the assumption of negligible viscous e↵ects and heat con-

duction, the flow becomes isentropic. Further assumption of the existence of local ther-

mal equilibrium means that the density, pressure, and temperature are not independent,

but are related through an equation of state. In the TVNS theory, the equation of state

is taken to be the ideal gas law. The theory gives the solution for the radial distribution

of pressure, density, temperature, and flow velocity fields in a blast wave propagating

through a medium at rest, following an intense explosion, starting from hydrodynamic

equations. Other generalizations of TvNS theory include the e↵ect of including heat con-

duction [11, 30, 31], viscous e↵ect [12, 32, 33, 13], radiation [11], instability [34], and

implosions [14, 15, 35, 36, 37, 16].

The TvNS theory is also applicable to related problems. In some physical systems, there is

a continuous input of energy in a localized region. The TvNS theory has been extended to

describe such cases both analytically [38] as well as numerically [39] and is relevant for

the early stage of supernova explosions, powerful wind from stars and hidden neutrino
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sources [40], and for interstellar bubbles [41, 42]. The TvNS theory is also of interest

in understanding the response of inelastic systems to localized perturbations, either as

an impact or continuous in time. The conservation laws for such systems are fewer in

number, as energy is not conserved, and the TvNS theory has recently been generalized

to include dissipative interactions [43, 17].

Even though the hydrodynamic equations and their modifications have been studied, sur-

prisingly, there has been little or no verification of the theory and its assumptions using

simulations of particle-based microscopic models. In the first part of this thesis, we com-

pare the results and assumptions of the hydrodynamic theory with results from large scale

event-driven molecular dynamics simulations of a hard sphere gas in three dimensions.

We unambiguously show that the TvNS solutions do not match with the data obtained

from simulation. Then we check assumptions made in the theory within the simulation.

First, we replace the ideal gas equation of state with the more general virial equation of

state and compare the results from the hydrodynamic theory with that obtained by simu-

lation. The adoption of the virial equation of state improves the predictions, however it

still does not describe the data well. We also check the existence of local thermal equi-

librium by measuring the equipartition of energy, kurtosis, and skewness. We find that

the probability distribution of velocity fluctuation deviates from Gaussian. But, we find

numerically that the key assumption of the existence of an equation of state of the gas is

valid.

In contrast to our results for the scaling functions in three dimensions, recent simulations

in Ref. [17] performed in two dimensions found that the TvNS solution described the

results from simulations quite well in most of the region, except a slight discrepancy near

the shock center. To resolve this contradiction, we perform large scale simulations in two

dimensions and compare the results with the TvNS solutions in two dimensions. We show

that, like in three dimensions, the TvNS solution does not match well with the simulation

data in almost the entire region.
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1.2 Shock propagation in dilute inelastic gas

One of the most common examples of inelastic media is granular systems.

1.2.1 Granular systems

A granular system is a collection of macroscopic particles. The interaction between the

particles is mainly on contact and through friction and collision. Granular materials are

ubiquitous in our daily lives. Examples include sugar, co↵ee beans, salt, rice grains, sand,

rocks, etc. In astrophysical systems, granular materials show their presence in the form

of Saturn rings, planetary rings, granular asteroids, etc. The study of granular systems

is important because of their wide range of applications. Examples include agriculture

and food processing industry where seeds, grains, and food materials are transported and

manipulated, the pharmaceutical industry in which processing and handling of medicines,

glass industry, and construction-related industry (civil engineering). They play a major

role in Earth science, for example, geological processes such as sand dunes, landslides,

erosion, pyroclastic flow, and underwater gravity currents determine the morphology of

Earth.

The prediction of the macroscopic behavior of granular systems, starting from micro-

scopic interactions is not easy. The unique properties of granular materials are mainly

due to two important aspects. One is that the temperature does not play a role. To un-

derstand this, consider a typical sand grain of mass, m = 1mg kept at a distance of its

diameter d = 1mm above the ground. The thermal energy at room temperature T = 300K

is, Eth = kBT ⇠ 10�21J, where kB ⇠ 10�23JK�1. The corresponding potential energy

Ep = mgd ⇠ 10�610110�3J ⇠ 10�8J. So, the thermal energy is insignificant as compared

to the gravitational potential energy. Likewise, for a typical velocity of 1cm/sec, the ki-

netic energy of a granular particle, EK ⇠ mv2 ⇠ 10�610�4J ⇠ 10�10J, which strengthens

the irrelevance of temperature. Since the thermal fluctuations are insignificant, granu-
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lar systems can not explore the phase space and exhibit multiple metastable steady-state,

which are far from equilibrium and will last indefinitely unless they gain energy from an

external perturbation.

The second property that is characteristic of granular material is the dissipative interaction

between particles. The binary collisions between particles are inelastic which lead to

dissipation. In particular, depending on the way it is handled, a granular material can

behave like a solid, a liquid or a gas or we can consider the state of granular media is a

di↵erent one from the usual state of matter and the di↵erent flow regimes can also coexist

in a single configuration. From a theoretical perspective, granular physics represents an

attractive intersection of fluid dynamics, non-equilibrium statistical mechanics, and the

theory of pattern formation.

The dissipative nature of the interactions among the constituent particles can lead to di-

verse physical phenomena such as shock propagation, pattern formation, clustering in-

stability, granular piles, jamming, segregation, stratification, shear flows, surface waves,

fingering instability, and fluidization (see the reviews in [18, 19, 20]). There is no unified

theory to describe granular matter. A subclass of problems that have been of experimental

and theoretical interest is the response of a granular system at rest to an external pertur-

bation that is applied either as an instantaneous impulse or continuously in time.

One of the most commonly studied examples is the globally perturbed freely cooling

granular gas, where homogeneously distributed macroscopic particles with random ve-

locities move ballistically and dissipate energy through inelastic collisions, in the ab-

sence of external driving. The homogeneity in the initial stage is unstable because of

dissipation, and the system evolves to inhomogeneous regime containing clusters. This

regime is mostly studied in simulations. Here the perturbation is the energy that is ini-

tially given. In the early stage of evolution, when the system is spatially homogeneous,

the kinetic energy of the system E(t) decays with time t as t�2 (Ha↵’s law) [44] in all

dimensions. At later times, due to inelastic collisions, the system becomes spatially in-
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homogeneous [45, 46] and energy decreases as t�✓d , where ✓d is less than 2 and depends

on dimension d [47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56]. Ha↵’s law for the homogeneous

regime has been confirmed in experiments [57, 58], while ✓d characterizing the inhomo-

geneous regime has still not been observed in any experiment.

A di↵erent limit is the locally perturbed freely cooling granular gas, where initially all

particles are at rest and kinetic energy is imparted to a few localized particles. Due to col-

lisions, the disturbance grows radially outward, with a shock front separating the moving

particles from the stationary ones. The elastic version of this problem is analogous to the

problem of an intense explosion, mentioned in Sec. 1.1. In an inelastic system, the dis-

turbance is concentrated in dense bands that moves radially outward. Examples of such

systems include crater formation in a granular bed following an impact of an object or a

continuous jet [59, 60, 61], shock propagation in a granular medium following a sudden

impact [62, 63]. The shock propagation in granular systems following a sudden localized

impact has been studied in simulations [10, 64]. The relevant exponents of radial growth

may be obtained through scaling arguments based on the conservation of radial momen-

tum [10, 64] and is verified in simulations. The exponents obtained thus may be used to

describe [64] experiments on shock propagation in flowing glass beads that are perturbed

by the impact of steel balls [62]. The variation of physical quantities inside the dense

band may be obtained through a hydrodynamic description [43, 17].

In both cases discussed above, the perturbation was an impulse. One could also con-

sider continuous and locally perturbed driven granular systems, where particles at rest are

driven by a continuous injection of energy in a small domain. This scenario has been

investigated in many recent experiments and includes viscous fingering [65] and pattern

formation in granular material due to the injection of a gas [21, 22], grains [23], or fluid

[24]. In the second part of this thesis, we study a particle-based model that determines

the exponents for such situations. These predictions are compared with the results of two

experiments and is shown to be in good agreement.
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1.3 Organization of the chapters

The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows.

In Chapter 2, we review the TvNS solution of the atomic explosion problem using hy-

drodynamics.

Chapter 3 describes the computational methods used in the thesis. These include event-

driven simulations and the numerical algorithm to solve the ODEs in the hydrodynamic

description of the shocks in elastic media.

The remaining chapters contain the original work of the thesis.

In Chapter 4, we compare the solution of the atomic explosion in the hydrodynamic limit,

with the results from large scale event-driven molecular dynamics simulations of a hard

sphere gas in three dimensions. We find that the predictions for the radial distribution of

the thermodynamic quantities do not match well with the numerical data. We improve the

theory by replacing the ideal gas law with a more realistic virial equation of state for the

hard sphere gas. While this improves the theoretical predictions, we show that they still

fail to describe the data well. To understand the reasons for this discrepancy, the di↵erent

assumptions of the hydrodynamic theory are tested within the simulations. A key assump-

tion of the theory is the existence of a local equation of state. We validate this assumption

by showing that the local pressure, temperature, and density obey the equation of state for

a hard sphere gas. However, the probability distribution of the velocity fluctuations has

non-gaussian tails, especially away from the shock front, showing that the assumption of

local equilibrium is violated. This, along with neglect of heat conduction, could be the

possible reasons for the mismatch between theory and simulations.

It has only been very recently that the predictions for the radial distributions of density,

flow velocity, and temperature fields in two dimensions have been compared with results

from molecular dynamics simulations [17]. It was found that the simulations reproduce
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well the TvNS solution for low to medium densities, in most of the regions. This result is

contrary to our results in three dimensions. In chapter 5, we compare the TvNS results in

two dimensions with the results from simulations in two dimensions through large scale

event-driven simulations. We find that the TvNS results do not match with the simulation

results in two dimensions too.

In chapter 6, we study shock propagation in a system of initially stationary hard spheres

that is driven by a continuous injection of particles at the origin. The disturbance created

by the injection of energy spreads radially outward through collisions between particles.

Using scaling arguments, we determine the exponent characterizing the power-law growth

of this disturbance in all dimensions. The scaling functions describing the various physi-

cal quantities are determined using large scale event-driven simulations in two and three

dimensions for both elastic and inelastic systems. The results are shown to describe well

the data from two di↵erent experiments on granular systems that are similarly driven.
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Chapter 2

Review of TvNS theory

In this chapter, we review the TvNS theory for the propagation of shock following an

intense, isotropic, localized explosion.

2.1 A historical note of the explosion problem

In the early 1940s, the Civil Defence Research Committee of the Ministry of Home Secu-

rity told Taylor that it might be possible to produce a bomb in which a very large amount

of energy would be released by nuclear fission. His first attempt was to get an idea of

mechanical e↵ects produced by the sudden release of a large amount of gas in a common

explosion. He first considered the ideal problem of the sudden release of energy in an in-

finitely concentrated form. He then used the similarity assumption for an expanding blast

wave in a conservative system, where the total energy is constant, starting from the equa-

tion which indicates the radial growth of the blast wave with time varies as R ⇠ t2/5 [1].

Then he compared, few years later, this radial growth with the photographs of the first

atomic explosion in New Mexico. The predicted radial growth behavior is surprisingly

verified accurately over a range of distance [4]. At almost exactly the same time during

Taylor’s involvement in the problem, John von Neumann in the USA and Leonid Sedov
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in the Soviet Union were also working in the same problem independently. Neumann and

Sedov found the exact solution and Taylor found the numerical solution.

By virtue of the sudden release of a large amount of energy from a point source, the

speed of propagation of the wave can be faster than the speed of sound and gives rise to

shock wave or blast wave. As a result of this, a region of very high pressure propagates

to a region of low pressure, where the gas is at rest. As the shock propagates, the high-

pressure area increase which results in decreasing pressure and density. Inside the shock

wave region, the density, velocity, temperature, and pressure fields change continuously.

But at the shock front, the region which separates the shock from the ambient gas, there is

a large discontinuity in these quantities. The hydrodynamic description of the blast wave

following the sudden release of a large amount of energy in a localized region, as in a

nuclear explosion, is one of the classic problems in gas dynamics.

2.2 Gas dynamics

A fluid can be described by local macroscopic quantities such as velocity, density, pres-

sure, and temperature. A change in fluid flow velocity results in a change in pressure

which leads to a change in density. At small velocities, the pressure change can be small

compared to the atmospheric pressure which gives rise to a very small change in density

and the fluid may be considered to be incompressible. If the velocity is large enough to

cause a large pressure variation, the variation in fluid density is not negligible and the

fluid is compressible. Gas dynamics deals with the study of compressible fluid flows.

An important quantity in gas dynamics is the Mach number, which is the ratio of flow

velocity to the sound speed. Whenever this ratio is less than 1, the flow is said to be

subsonic and when it is greater than 1, the flow is said to be supersonic. Shock waves are

the characteristics of supersonic flow.

The understanding of gas dynamics has been developed by the nineteenth century mainly
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by Poisson, Reimann, Rankine, Hugoniot, Mach, Prandtl, and Meyer. Gas dynamics

have significant applications in gas turbines for the electricity production, aircraft engines,

supersonic aircraft, rockets, scramjets, turbo compressors used in modern cars, torches

used for welding and plasma surface treatment, kidney stone destruction by ultrasound

waves, and astronomy to understand the evolution of stars and galaxies. In gas dynamics,

the perturbations can be arbitrarily large enough to involve non-linear phenomena such as

the formation of shock waves. Many non-linear phenomena like tsunami waves, car tra�c

waves, etc. are described by gas dynamics. The changes in the macroscopic quantities

are described by di↵erent conservation laws.

• Conservation of mass: The fluid mass is conserved; that is, the fluid is neither

created nor destroyed. That is,

0
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1
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�

0
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.

(2.1)

Or,

@⇢

@t
+ r · (⇢~v) = 0. (2.2)

This is the equation of continuity, where ⇢ is the fluid density, ~v is the flow velocity,

and the quantity ⇢~v is the mass flux density.

• Conservation of momentum: According to the conservation of (linear) momentum,
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(2.3)

which is the Newton’s second law of motion which states that the rate of change of

momentum of a system of particles is equal to the sum of external forces acting on
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them. This can be written as

@~v
@t
+ (~v · r)~v = �1

⇢
rp + ~f , (2.4)

where @t~v + (~v · r)~v ⌘ d~v
dt , is the rate of change of velocity of a given fluid particle

as it moves about in space, rp is the force acting on the fluid per unit volume and

~f is the body forces act on the fluid particle. Equation (2.4) is known as the Euler’s

equation, one of the fundamental equations in fluid dynamics.

• Conservation of energy: According to the conservation of energy,
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⇢

 
@e
@t
+ (~v · r)e

!
+ pr · ~v + r · ~q = ⇢ ~f · ~v, (2.6)

where e is the energy, and ~q is the heat flux. The last term comes from the work

done on the fluid particle by external forces.

2.3 Shocks and boundary conditions

Under certain fluid flow conditions, there is an abrupt change in the fluid properties across

a small region called the discontinuities and gives rise to shock waves. Here we go through

a quick description of normal shocks. Normal shocks are shocks that are perpendicular to

the flow velocity. Consider an infinitely thin shock in the yz-plane and the fluid flow is in

the x-direction. The conservation laws for such a one-dimensional stationary flow in the
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Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of normal shock to obtain the shock relations from
the mass, momentum, and energy fluxes. The quantities v0, p0, ⇢0, and w0 are the velocity,
pressure, density, and enthalpy ahead of the shock and the corresponding quantities with
the subscript f are those behind the shock.

absence of external forces and heat flux can be written as

@
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,
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#
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where ⇢ is the density, v, the velocity, p, the pressure, and e, the internal energy of the

fluid. In the case of normal shocks as shown in Fig 2.1, the jump conditions can be

obtained as,

⇢0v0 = ⇢ f v f ,

p0 + ⇢0v2
0 = pf + ⇢ f v2

f ,

w0 +
v2

0

2
= wf +

v2
f

2
, (2.8)
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where w = e+ p
⇢ is the enthalpy of the shock, the su�x 0 represents the quantities ahead of

the shock and the su�x f represents the quantities behind the shock and these conditions

are called Rankine-Hugoniot conditions [35, 66].

2.4 TvNS solution

This section describes the exact solution to the problem of gas motion due to the sudden

release of a finite amount of energy from the center. Note that, this is not the solution for

the entire blast problem. In the real blast problem, thermal wave radiation, conduction,

viscosity, radiation, ionization, etc. exist. But there is an intermediate scaling regime,

where the problem can be solved hydrodynamically. The TvNS solution is the exact

solution for the blast problem in the hydrodynamic limit. Initially, the gas is assumed

to be at rest with vanishing pressure and arbitrary density ⇢0, except at the center. The

mass, momentum, and energy are conserved locally so that the fluid flow is described

by the corresponding continuity equations. The equations of motion for a compressible

fluid is obtained from the conservation laws for density, momentum, and energy given in

Eqs. (2.2)-(2.6) with f = 0 as there is no body force.

Here, the energy e contains two parts, one is the kinetic part from the mean flow of the

particles and the other is from fluctuations about this flow velocity, same as temperature

so that a local temperature is defined in the problem. During the energy deposit, the

disturbed region moves radially outward, leads to the quantities that do not depend on

✓ and � coordinates. By considering isotropy, Eqs. (2.2)-(2.6) can be written in radial

coordinates as,

@t⇢ + @r(⇢v) + 2r�1⇢v = 0, (2.9)

@tv + v@rv + ⇢�1@r p = 0, (2.10)
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Assumptions of local equilibrium, and absence of heat conduction simplify the equations

in the hydrodynamic limit. Also, from the first law of thermodynamics,

Tds = de + p d
 
1
⇢

!

= de � p
⇢2 d⇢, (2.12)

T
ds
dt
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de
dt
� p
⇢2

d⇢
dt
, (2.13)

where T is the temperature. Replace de
dt with Eq. (2.6),

T
ds
dt
= � p
⇢
r · ~v � 1

⇢
r · ~q � p

⇢2

d⇢
dt

= �1
⇢
r · ~q, (2.14)

where, Eq. (2.2) is used. The assumption of neglect the heat conduction results in an

isentropic flow (see Eq. (2.14)) (For the closed system like the one considered here, no

energy flows out or coming in just after the initial impact. But the entropy in the system

can increase according to the second law of thermodynamics. But the assumption of

local equilibrium leads the entropy of the system to be a constant, called the isentropic

process.). Therefore, Eq. (2.11) reduces to

ds
dt
⌘ @t s + v@r s = 0. (2.15)

Because of the assumption of local equilibrium, the local temperature, pressure, and den-

sity are related through the equation of state (EOS) of the gas, which is assumed to be

that of the ideal gas in the TvNS theory. If we define the adiabatic index � = cp/cv,

the ratio of specific heats of the gas, using the ideal gas law one can write the entropy,
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s = cv ln
⇣

p
⇢�

⌘
+constant. The resulting equations for the conservation laws are [35, 66, 67]

@t⇢ + @r(⇢v) + 2r�1⇢v = 0, (2.16)

@tv + v@rv + ⇢�1@r p = 0, (2.17)

@t(p⇢��) + v@r(p⇢��) = 0, (2.18)

where ⇢(r, t) is the density, v(r, t) is the radial velocity, p(r, t) is the pressure, and r is

the radial distance from the location of the initial disturbance. Equations (2.16)–(2.18)

describe the conservation of mass, momentum, and entropy respectively.

The main assumptions that have been made are

• Neglecting the e↵ect of heat conduction, viscosity and gravity

• Existence of local equilibrium and an equation of state

• Gas obeys ideal gas law

The thermodynamic quantities are discontinuous across the shock front, the discontinu-

ities being given by the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions [35, 66] described in Sec. 2.3. The

mass flux, momentum flux, and energy flux give the following relations where the frame

of reference moves with the shock front:

⇢ f (v f � D) = ⇢0(v0 � D), (2.19)

pf + ⇢ f (v f � D)2 = p0 + ⇢0(v0 � D)2, (2.20)

1/2(v f � D)2 + wf = 1/2(v0 � D)2 + w2
0, (2.21)

where D = dr f

dt is the velocity of the shock, w is the enthalpy per particle and the su�x

f represents the quantities behind the shock front. If the explosion is strong enough, the

pressure behind the shock are very high compared to the pressure ahead, resulting that the

unperturbed pressure p0 = 0. Also, the initial velocity of the gas is zero; these two facts
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reduce the Equations (2.19)–(2.21) to,

⇢ f (v f � D) = �⇢0D, (2.22)

pf + ⇢ f (v f � D)2 = ⇢0D2, (2.23)

1/2(v f � D)2 + wf = 1/2D2. (2.24)

Equations (2.23) and (2.24) can be rewritten as,

pf + ⇢ f v f (v f � D) = 0, (2.25)

⇢ f (v f � D)
h
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i
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The enthalpy per particle, w = u + p
⇢ =

p
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, where u = 3/2kBT = cvT , is the internal

energy per mass. Therefore, the Eq. (2.26) now takes the form,
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By simplifying Equations (2.22), (2.25), and (2.27) we obtain the quantities behind the

shock front in terms of the initial density and the shock velocity as given below:

v f =
2D
� + 1

, pf =
2
� + 1

⇢0D2, ⇢ f =
� + 1
� � 1

⇢0. (2.28)

The energy of the gas behind the shock contains kinetic part comes from the motion of

the particles and thermal energy, due to the fluctuations. The energy per mass of the gas

is

e =⇢
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!
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Initially the gas is at rest with some arbitrary density which gives the initial conditions as:
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⇢(r, 0) = ⇢0, p(r, 0) = 0, v(r, 0) = 0, except at the centre.

The total energy inside the gas which is E0 deposited at the centre,
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#
r2dr = E0. (2.30)

The properties of the system ⇢, p, and v depend on the parameters ⇢0, E0, r, t, and �

with dimensions [ML�3], [ML2T�2], L, T , and 1, which give rise to two independent

parameters ⇠ and the constant �, where

⇠ = r
 

E0t2

⇢0

!�1/5

, (2.31)

is non-dimensionalized length. Non-dimensionalizing the di↵erent thermodynamic quan-

tities converts the Eqs. (2.16)–(2.18) into ordinary di↵erential equations (ODE). From

dimensional analysis,

p =
⇢0r2

t2 P(⇠),

⇢ = ⇢0R(⇠), (2.32)

v =
r
t
V(⇠),

where P, R, and V , are scaling functions.

In terms of the scaling functions, Eqs. (2.16)–(2.18) simplify to
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The boundary conditions for this system of ODEs are obtained by substituting Equa-
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tions (2.32) into Equations (2.28) and are given as:

P(⇠ f ) =
8

25(� + 1)
,

V(⇠ f ) =
4

5(� + 1)
, (2.34)

R(⇠ f ) =
� + 1
� � 1

,

where ⇠ f is the position of the shock front which is determined by the condition that total

energy is conserved:

4⇡
Z ⇠ f

0
R(⇠)

"
V2(⇠)

2
+

P(⇠)
(� � 1)R(⇠)

#
⇠4d⇠ = 1. (2.35)

The exact solution of Eq. (2.33) in three dimensions with the boundary condition as in

Eq. (2.34) is [1, 2, 3, 5, 67]:

"
⇠ f

⇠

#5

= C1V2
"
1 � 3� � 1

2
V
#⌫1 "5

2
�V � 1

#⌫2
, (2.36)

R = C2

"
5
2
�V � 1

#⌫3 "
1 � 3� � 1

2

#⌫4 "
1 � 5

2
V
#⌫5
, (2.37)

P = C3V2
"
1 � 5V

2

#⌫6 "5�V
2
� 1

#⌫7 "
1 � (3� � 1)V

2

#⌫8
, (2.38)

where

C1 =

"
5
4

(� + 1)
#2 "

5(� + 1)
7 � �

#⌫1  � + 1
� � 1

!⌫2
,

C2 =

 
� + 1
� � 1

!⌫3+⌫5+1 "
5(� + 1)

7 � �

#⌫4
,

C3 =
1
2

 
� + 1
� � 1

!�⌫5�⌫3
(1 + �)

"
5(1 + �)

7 � �

#⌫4
,

(2.39)
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and

⌫1 =
12 � 7� + 13�2

�1 + � + 6�2 , ⌫2 = �
5(� � 1)
2� + 1

,

⌫3 =
3

1 + 2�
, ⌫4 =

�12 + 7� � 13�2

(�2 + �)(�1 + � + 6�2)
,

⌫5 =
2

�2 + �
, ⌫6 =

�

�2 + �
,

⌫7 =
2 � 2�
1 + 2�

, ⌫8 = ⌫4. (2.40)

Near the shock front, the four scaling functions V , R, and P are discontinuous, as given

by Eq. (2.34). Near the shock center (⇠ ! 0), the scaling functions have power law

singularities. These may be determined from Eqs. (2.36) to (2.38). From Eq. (2.36), when

⇠ ! 0, it is easy to see that V ! 2/(5�). V approaches the limit as V � 2/(5�) ⇠ ⇠�5/⌫2 .

From Eqs. (2.37) and (2.38), we obtain R(⇠) ⇠ ⇠�5⌫3/⌫2 , and P(⇠) ⇠ ⇠�5⌫7/⌫2 . Summarizing,

⇠ ! 0,

V � 2
5�
⇠ ⇠�5/⌫2 ,R(⇠) ⇠ ⇠�5⌫3/⌫2 , P(⇠) ⇠ ⇠�5⌫7/⌫2 . (2.41)

The assumption of ideal gas equation of state in the TvNS theory allows one to relate the

scaling functions too. So, P = RE, where E is the scaled thermal energy, and near the

shock center, ⇠ ! 0, the scaled thermal energy,

E(⇠) ⇠ ⇠�5(⌫7�⌫3)/⌫2 . (2.42)

Air mainly consists of diatomic gases nitrogen and oxygen. For a diatomic gas, there

are 3 translational degrees of freedom and 2 rotational degrees of freedom, so that the

total internal energy is 5
2RT , where R is the universal gas constant. This implies that

� = 7/5 (or 1.4). From Eq. (2.35), it is observed that the shock front is located at ⇠ f =

1.032778 for � = 7/5. The density, velocity, and pressure of the gas are distributed as

shown in Fig 2.2.

One question arose was whether � = 7/5 is applicable inside the shock region or not! It
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Figure 2.2: The velocity, density, and pressure distributions inside the blast wave for
� = 7/5.

could be the case that the diatomic gas decomposes to monoatomic inside the fireball and

in that case � = 5/3 (or 1.67). Also, in this thesis, we compare the TvNS results with the

results from the simulation. The simulation is carried out for a system of hard spheres

which is monoatomic and so, � = 5/3. So the density, velocity, and pressure distributions

for a gas with � = 5/3 are plotted in Fig 2.3. In this case, the shock front is located at

⇠ f = 1.151667.

2.5 Applications of TvNS theory

The radial growth described in the TvNS theory has been observed in laser-driven blast

waves formed in the laboratory model to explore the astrophysically relevant hydrody-

namic phenomena. Few of them are summarized below:

• M. J. Edwards et al. [6]: In this experiment, cylindrically symmetric blast waves
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Figure 2.3: The velocity, density, and pressure distributions inside the blast wave for a
monoatomic gas with � = 5/3.

are formed by focussing laser pulses in gas jets of neon, argon, and xenon. The

laser pulses are focussed along the axis perpendicular to the axis of gas jets. In

gases with a high atomic number, the radiative e↵ects are important and prior to

blast wave, these gases radiate much more than the gases with less atomic number.

In both neon and argon, the radius of the blast wave exhibits the power-law behavior

with time, R(t) ⇠ t1/2 as described in TvNS theory. While in the case of xenon gas,

the radial growth shows a behavior at which the power is less than 1/2 because of

the radiative e↵ect.

• A. D. Edens et al. [7]: Here, the laser beam varying in a range of energy illuminates

a pin target of steel or nylon in a chamber filled with xenon or nitrogen gas. This

results in an explosion that forms a spherical blast wave in the surrounding gas.

The trajectory of blast wave evolved in xenon gas is highly radiative during earlier

stages of time and later the trajectory is consistent with the TvNS solution. The
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evolution of the shock in nitrogen gas is consistent with TvNS solution always.

• A. S. Moore et al. [8]: In this paper, the experiment performed in a cluster media

is explained. Here, an intense laser pulse is focussed in plasma by ’laser machining

technique’ which destroys clusters in selected regions while keeping the atomic

density constant. This energy deposition produces cylindrical blast waves. The

’tailored’ blast waves produced in the cluster media indicate a radial growth of

⇠ 0.5 as described by TvNS theory.
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Chapter 3

Computational Methods

This chapter briefly describes the computational methods employed in this thesis. These

are event-driven molecular dynamics (MD) simulations for simulating shocks in micro-

scopic particle-based models, and a numerical algorithm for solving the ODEs describing

hydrodynamics of shocks in elastic media.

Simulations play an important role in the study of a system of granular materials because

of the lack of a comprehensive theory. A widely used simulation method is molecular

dynamics (MD) simulation which can be of either time-driven MD simulation or event-

driven MD simulation. The conventional time-driven MD simulations are used in the

case of continuous potential and is based on solving Newton’s equation of motion. On the

other hand, event-driven MD simulations are e�ciently used in the case of hard particles.

3.1 Time-Driven Molecular Dynamics Simulation

Granular particles interact only through mechanical contact and the quantum e↵ects can

be neglected. The motion of such a kind of system are described by Newton’s equation of
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motion:

m~̈ri = ~Fi(~r1,~v1, ....,~rN ,~vN), (3.1)

where ~ri is the position of the i th particle, ~vi is the velocity of particle i, and ~Fi is the

force acting on the i th particle by all the other particles j, where j , i. The mass m has

been assumed to be same for all particles. It is not always possible to solve this set of

coupled equations analytically. But the approximate solution can be found numerically

by conventional molecular dynamics simulations. Here, time is discretized into small

intervals �t, and the position and velocity of the particles are updated for each �t. Time

marches forward in discrete steps and when the number of particles becomes large, it can

be quite time-consuming.

3.2 Event-Driven Molecular Dynamics Simulation

In the case of hard particles where there is no long-range interaction and the interaction

is only on contact, a more e�cient simulation method is used. In hard sphere systems the

potential u(r) between two particles is

u(r) =

8>>>><
>>>>:

+1 (0 6 r 6 a),

0 (a 6 r),
(3.2)

where a is the diameter of the particle. Due to this infinite potential, the duration of contact

of the particles in a collision is zero. As a consequence, the collisions can be considered

to be instantaneous and all collisions to be binary. Also, in hard sphere system, particles

move ballistically until they encounter a collision. Hence, given the velocity and position

of a particle at some time t, one can determine all the future collision events. Here, the

simulation method proceeds with discrete events of collision known as the event-driven

molecular dynamics (EDMD) simulation [68]. In EDMD time marches forward in jumps

and for dilute systems, it is much more e�cient than the conventional MD.
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A simple event-driven algorithm for force-free granular gas is given below:

1. Initialize the positions~ri and velocities ~vi of the particles at time t = 0. The particles

should not overlap each other as the system contains hard particles.

2. Find the earliest occurring collision in the system. In order to obtain this, we must

know the time of occurrence of all possible future collisions.

• Consider two particles i, j having mass m and diameter d at positions ~ri and ~r j

respectively at time tk. They will collide at some future time tk+1 if,

|(~ri + (tk+1 � tk)~vi) � (~r j + (tk+1 � t)~v j)| = d, (3.3)

has a solution tk+1 with tk+1 > tk. By defining ~ri j = ~ri � ~r j and ~vi j = ~vi � ~v j,

above equation becomes

(tk+1 � tk)2 + 2(tk+1 � tk)
~ri j · ~vi j

~v 2
i j
+
~r 2

i j � d2

~v 2
i j
= 0. (3.4)

A necessary condition for collision is,

~ri j · ~vi j < 0, (3.5)

since the particles must approach each other for a collision to happen. Equa-

tion (3.4) has real solutions if

2
666664
~ri j · ~vi j

~v 2
i j

3
777775

2

+
d2 � ~r 2

i j

~v 2
i j
> 0. (3.6)

The particles i and j will collide at tk+1 only when Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6) are

satisfied. By solving Eq. (3.4),

tk+1 � tk = �
~ri j · ~vi j

~v 2
i j
�

vt0
BBBBB@
~ri j · ~vi j

~v 2
i j

1
CCCCCA

2

+
d2 � ~r 2

i j

~v 2
i j
. (3.7)
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As the numerical evaluation of Eq. (3.7) in a computer algorithm is not stable,

we use a mathematically equivalent expression of Eq. (3.7) which is numeri-

cally stable:

tk+1 � tk =
~r 2

i j � d2

�~ri j · ~vi j +

q⇣
~ri j · ~vi j

⌘2
+ ~v 2

i j(d2 � ~r 2
i j)
. (3.8)

In this way we can determine the future collision time tk+1 of all pairs (i, j).

The earliest future collision time is determined by minimum of all these.

3. Increase time to the time of occurrence of this earliest collision

• New position of the particles can be found out easily as the particles move

ballistically between successive collisions.

~ri(tk+1) = ~ri(tk) + ~vi(tk)(tk+1 � tk), 1 6 i 6 N, (3.9)

where tk is the time at k th instant with tk < tk+1 and vi(tk) represents the

velocity of the i th particle after the collision which occurred at time tk.

• Compute the new velocities of the particles after their collisions at tk+1 using

the collision rule, which gives the post-collision velocities in terms of pre-

collision velocities, described as below:

If ~u1 and ~u2 are the velocities of two particles 1 and 2 before the collision, then

the velocities after the collision, ~v1 and ~v2, are given by

~v1 = ~u1 �
1 + r

2
[n̂ · (~u1 � ~u2)]n̂, (3.10)

~v2 = ~u2 �
1 + r

2
[n̂ · (~u2 � ~u1)]n̂, (3.11)

where r is the coe�cient of restitution and n̂ is the unit vector along the line

joining the centers of particles 1 and 2. The collisions are elastic when r = 1,

and inelastic and dissipative otherwise. In a collision, the tangential compo-
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nent of the relative velocity remains unchanged as there is no force acting

along this direction, while the magnitude of the longitudinal component is

reduced by a factor r.

• Velocities of the other particles remain unchanged.

4. Repeat the steps 2-3 for all the next collisions.

To determine the earliest collision occurring in the system, we must calculate the collision

time for all the O(N2) pairs of particles and so the algorithm becomes ine�cient. In order

to improve e�ciency, we divide the simulation box into small cells whose size is same

as the diameter of the particle. Now we determine the collision time of a particle with

its neighboring particles instead of calculating that with all the other N � 1 particles. For

a particle to collide with a particle other than one of its neighbors, it has to move out

of its cell. Therefore introduce an additional event known as cell-crossing. During cell-

crossing, the particle leaves its present cell and moves to an adjacent cell. Future collision

time of this particle can be calculated with its new neighbors. Even though including

events of cell-crossings increase the number of events, the calculation of collision times

involves only local cells and becomes independent of N rather than proportional to N2.

This speeds up the algorithm considerably.

3.3 Numerical Method to solve the set of ODEs

We describe the algorithm used to solve the hydrodynamic equations describing the shock.

While the TvNS solution exists when the equation of state is that of an ideal gas, such

solutions do not exist for a more complicated equation of state. Here we describe the

numerical method that we use to solve the set of hydrodynamic equations. We reproduce
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the set of hydrodynamic equations (see Eq. (2.33)) to make this chapter self-contained:

 
V � 2

5

!
R

dV
d ln ⇠

+
dP

d ln ⇠
� RV + RV2 + 2P = 0,

dV
d ln ⇠

+

 
V � 2

5

!
d ln R
d ln ⇠

+ 3V = 0, (3.12)

d
d ln ⇠

✓
ln

P
R�

◆
� 2(1 � V)

V � 2/5
= 0.

with boundary conditions

P(⇠ f ) =
8

25(� + 1)
,

V(⇠ f ) =
4

5(� + 1)
, (3.13)

R(⇠ f ) =
� + 1
� � 1

,

where the scaled variable ⇠ is bounded by ⇠ f at which the shock front is located. The

solution of Eqs. (3.12) and (3.13) satisfies the constraint equation

4⇡
Z ⇠ f

0
R(⇠)

"
V2(⇠)

2
+

P(⇠)
(� � 1)R(⇠)

#
⇠4d⇠ = 1. (3.14)

This set of ODEs in the TvNS theory can be solved numerically as follows. First convert

the boundary value problem to an initial value problem, by choosing a value of ⇠ f treating

the boundary conditions (Eq. (3.13)) as initial value. Then solve for V(⇠), R(⇠), and P(⇠)

for all 0 < ⇠ < ⇠ f . Check if the solution satisfies Eq. (3.14) within a pre-defined tolerance

of 10�6. If not, choose a new value of ⇠ f and iterate till the solution satisfies Eq. (3.14).

The procedure to determine ⇠ f is represented schematically as shown in Fig 3.1. For every

⇠ f the ODEs are solved on MATHEMATICA.

To benchmark this procedure, we find the solution of Eq. (3.12) and compare this with

the exact solutions given in Eqs. (2.36)-(2.38) for � = 5/3. From the constraint equation

(Eq. (3.14)), we obtain ⇠ f = 1.15167 for � = 5/3. The scaled quantities obtained by
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Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of the procedure to solve the equations numerically

solving the set of equations numerically matches well with the exact solutions as shown

in Fig 3.2, where the points represent data by solving the set of equations numerically and

the solid line represents the exact solution.

The same exercise can be done for the case of � = 7/5 for which ⇠ f = 1.032778 which is

same as that found earlier in Ref. [67].
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Figure 3.2: The scaling functions R(⇠), V(⇠), and P(⇠) corresponding to density, velocity,
and pressure respectively are plotted as a function of the scaled distance. The data are
obtained by solving Eqs. (3.12) numerically for � = 5/3.
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Chapter 4

Shock propagation following an intense

explosion: Comparison between

hydrodynamics and simulation

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we compare the results and assumptions of TvNS theory with the solu-

tions from large scale event-driven MD simulation of hard sphere gas in three dimensions.

From the global conservation law for energy, it is straightforward to obtain, using dimen-

sional analysis, that the radius of the shock front R(t) scales with time t as R(t) ⇠ t2/d+2

where d is the spatial dimension [1, 4, 2, 3, 5]. In addition to the scaling law for R(t), from

the local conservation laws for density, momentum, and energy, it is possible to obtain

self-similar scaling solution for the radial distribution of pressure, density, velocity, and

temperature. The exact solution found by Taylor, von Neumann and Sedov [1, 4, 2, 3, 5],

called TvNS theory was described in Chapter 2 [See Eqs. (2.36)-(2.38)].

While the hydrodynamic equations and their modifications have been studied in detail,
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there has been little or no verification of the theory or its assumptions using microscopic

models. It is only been more recently that the radial growth in the TvNS theory has been

tested in simulations of microscopic models in which kinetic energy is given to a few

particles at the center of a collection of stationary elastic particles. The radius of the

disturbance has been shown to match with the TvNS prediction in both two [9, 10] and

three dimensions [10]. The predictions for the radial distribution of density, flow velocity,

and temperature fields in two dimensions have recently been compared with results from

molecular dynamics simulations [17]. Here, in the TvNS solution, the ideal gas law was

replaced with a more realistic constitutive relation expressing pressure in terms of density

and temperature. It was found that the simulations reproduce well the TvNS solution for

low to medium densities, except for a small di↵erence in the discontinuities at the shock

front, and a slight discrepancy near the shock center. When the number density of the

ambient gas is high, the TvNS solution was seen to not describe well the data near the

shock front [17]. However, the key assumptions of local equilibrium and the existence

of an equation of state that are assumed in the TvNS solution were not tested in the

simulations. Also, the simulation data was presented only for a single time, and thus it is

not very clear whether the scaling limit has been reached. While these simulations were in

two dimensions, there are no similar studies in three dimensions. Thus, it is not very clear

where the TvNS solution is reproducible in microscopic models and which assumptions

of the TvNS theory are actually valid.

We perform extensive event-driven molecular dynamics simulations of hard spheres in

three dimensions to test the predictions as well as the validity of the assumptions of the

TvNS theory. We show unambiguously that the TvNS theory does not match well to de-

scribe the numerical data for most distances, ranging from the shock center to the shock

front. We modify the TvNS theory to replace the constitutive relation from the ideal gas

law to the virial equation of state (EOS) (up to 10 terms) for a hard sphere gas. While

inclusion of the more realistic constitutive relation into the TvNS theory modifies the pre-

dictions for the scaling functions, especially near the shock front, they still inadequate to
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describe the data well in terms of the exponents characterizing the power law behavior

near the shock center. To understand this discrepancy, we test numerically the various as-

sumptions of the TvNS theory. A key assumption of the TvNS theory is the existence of

an equation of state linking pressure, temperature and density. By measuring these quan-

tities independently, we show that numerically, the virial EOS is satisfied, justifying this

key assumption. We also find that energy is equipartitioned equally among the di↵erent

degrees of freedom, as would be expected in a system in local equilibrium. However, we

find that the distribution of the velocity fluctuations, in regions between the shock cen-

ter and shock front, has non-gaussian tails. In particular, it is asymmetric with non-zero

skewness and an exponential tail, showing that local thermal equilibrium is not reached.

The lack of local equilibrium could be a possible reason for the TvNS theory to fail to ex-

plain the simulation results in three dimensions. Also, we check that within the densities

that we have studied, the motion is subsonic within the wave and supersonic with respect

to the ambient gas, as implicitly assumed in the TvNS solution.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In Sec. 4.2, we give details of the

simulations and we present a detailed comparison between the numerically obtained data

and the TvNS solution for two di↵erent number densities of the ambient gas. In Sec. 4.3,

we describe how the TvNS theory is modified when a more realistic virial EOS is used for

the hard sphere gas. The e↵ect of including higher order terms is discussed and compared

with results from simulation. In Sec. 4.4, we show that, within the simulations, the virial

EOS is obeyed locally. Also, equipartitioning of energy is shown to hold. It is also shown

that the distribution of the velocity fluctuations is non-gaussian. In Sec. 4.5, a discussion

is developed on the possible e↵ects of including heat conduction. In Sec. 4.6, we show

that the flow velocity is subsonic within the blast and supersonic when compared to the

ambient gas into which the shock is expanding. We summarize this chapter in Sec. 4.7.

The content of this chapter is included in Ref. [69].
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4.2 Comparison with event-driven simulations

In this section, we compare the predictions of the TvNS solution for density, veloc-

ity, pressure, and temperature profiles with results from large scale event-driven simu-

lations [68] of a collection of elastic hard spheres. Consider a system of identical hard

spheres in three dimensions whose mass and diameter are set to one. Initially, all particles

are at rest and uniformly distributed in space. The system is perturbed by an initial local-

ized input of energy at the origin. We model an isotropic impulse by giving a speed v0 = 1

to 6 particles near the center along ±x, ±y and ±z directions. The particles move ballisti-

cally until they undergo elastic momentum conserving collisions with other particles. If

~u1 and ~u2 are the velocities of two particles 1 and 2 before collision, then the velocities

after collision, ~v1 and ~v2, are given by

~v1 = ~u1 � [n̂ · (~u1 � ~u2)]n̂,

~v2 = ~u2 � [n̂ · (~u2 � ~u1)]n̂, (4.1)

where n̂ is the unit vector along the line joining the centers of particles 1 and 2.

We simulate systems with number densities ⇢0 = 0.1 and 0.4, much smaller than the

random closed packing density. The system is large enough so that the moving particles

do not reach the boundary up to the times we have simulated, so that there are no boundary

e↵ects. The data are averaged over 150 di↵erent histories. We also check that the data

for an intermediate density [⇢0 = 0.25] show a trend that is intermediate between that for

⇢0 = 0.1 and 0.4.

The initial perturbation creates a disturbance that propagates outward in a radially sym-

metric fashion. A shock front separates the moving particles from the stationary ones.

The radius of this shock front has been earlier shown to increase as t2/5 in event-driven

simulations, consistent with the TvNS solution [10]. But the scaling functions have not

yet been tested with simulations to the best of our knowledge.
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The set of partial di↵erential equations described in Eqs. (2.16)–(2.18) are converted to

the solvable ordinary di↵erential equations (see Eq. (2.33)) by using dimensional analysis

as given in Eq. (2.32). But in simulation, one can get temperature easily and this gives an

additional check. Dimensional analysis gives,

p =
⇢0r2

t2 P(⇠),

⇢ = ⇢0R(⇠), (4.2)

v =
r
t
V(⇠),

" =
kBT
m0
=

r2

t2 E(⇠),

where

⇠ = r
 

E0t2

⇢0

!�1/5

, (4.3)

is non-dimensionalized length, E0 is the initial energy that is deposited into the system,

⇢0 is the ambient mass density, T is the local temperature, kB is Boltzmann constant, m0

is the mass of a particle, and P, R, V , and E, are scaling functions. " is the thermal energy

per unit mass. The four scaling functions are not independent, but related through the

ideal gas law as

P = RE. (4.4)

Our aim is to numerically determine the scaling functions R(⇠), V(⇠), E(⇠), and P(⇠),

corresponding to density, velocity, temperature, and pressure respectively. The thermal

energy is measured from the velocity fluctuations obtained by subtracting out the mean

radial velocity vr(r, t)r̂ from the instantaneous velocity. The pressure is measured from

the local collision rate. For the hard sphere gas in three dimensions, pressure is given by

the expression [70]

p = ⇢T � ⇢

3N�t

X

collisions

bi j, (4.5)

where bi j = ~ri j · ~vi j, where ~ri j and ~vi j respectively are the relative positions and velocities

of the particles i and j undergoing collisions, �t is the time duration of measurement, and
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Figure 4.1: (a) The variation of the scaling function R(⇠) corresponding to non-
dimensionalized density [see Eq. (4.2)] with scaled distance ⇠. The data are shown for 2
di↵erent initial densities ⇢0 = 0.1 and 0.4. For ⇢0 = 0.1, the di↵erent times are t = 30000,
40000, 50000, 60000, and for ⇢ = 0.4, t = 5000, 10000, 20000, 30000, as indicated in
(a). The black solid lines correspond to the TvNS solution [see Eqs. (2.36)-(2.38)]. (b)
The data for R are shown in logarithmic scale to emphasize the power-law divergence for
small ⇠.

N is the mean number of particles in the radial bin whose pressure is being computed.

The numerically obtained scaling functions R(⇠), V(⇠), E(⇠), and P(⇠) are shown in

Fig. 4.1–4.4 for initial number densities 0.1 and 0.4. For each of the densities, four dif-

ferent times are shown. The data for the di↵erent times collapse onto one curve when

plotted against ⇠. The TvNS solution is shown in solid black line. Since the simulations

correspond to a monoatomic gas, we set � = 5/3 in the TvNS solution.

The scaling function R(⇠) depends on the initial number density ⇢0, especially close to

the shock front [see Fig 4.1(a)]. As ⇢0 decreases, the discontinuity in density at the shock

front increases, and it is possible that it may approach the theoretical result in the limit

of infinite dilution. However, when compared with the entire range of ⇠, the numerically

obtained curves are very di↵erent from the TvNS solution. In particular, as shown in

Fig. 4.1(b), the TvNS scaling function increases as a power law ⇠9/2 for small ⇠ [as in

Eq. (2.41)] with � = 5/3, while the numerically obtained scaling function tends to a
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Figure 4.2: (a) The variation of the scaling function V(⇠) corresponding to non-
dimensionalized velocity [see Eq. (4.2)] with scaled distance ⇠. The data are shown for 2
di↵erent initial densities ⇢0 = 0.1 and 0.4. For ⇢0 = 0.1, the di↵erent times are t = 30000,
40000, 50000, 60000, and for ⇢ = 0.4, t = 5000, 10000, 20000, 30000, as indicated in
Fig. 4.1(a). The black solid lines correspond to the TvNS solution [see Eqs. (2.36)-(2.38)].

non-zero constant.

The scaling function V , shown in Fig 4.2, increases linearly from zero, reaches a maxi-

mum and then decreases to its value at the shock front. The data for V from the simula-

tions are again not consistent with the TvNS solution in which V is non-zero at ⇠ = 0, and

then monotonically increases to its value at the shock front. Decreasing the ambient num-

ber density ⇢0 shifts the numerical data further away from the TvNS solution for small ⇠.

The scaling function E(⇠), which measures the local velocity fluctuations, is shown in

Fig 4.3(a). There is only a weak dependence on the number density ⇢0. From Fig 4.3(b), it

can be seen that E diverges as a power law as ⇠ ! 0, with an exponent that we numerically

estimate to be close to �2. The TvNS solution predicts that E diverges with decreasing
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Figure 4.3: (a) The variation of the scaling function E(⇠) corresponding to non-
dimensionalized temperature [see Eq. (4.2)] with scaled distance ⇠. The data are shown
for 2 di↵erent initial densities ⇢0 = 0.1 and 0.4. For ⇢0 = 0.1, the di↵erent times are
t = 30000, 40000, 50000, 60000, and for ⇢ = 0.4, t = 5000, 10000, 20000, 30000,
as indicated in Fig. 4.1(a). The black solid lines correspond to the TvNS solution [see
Eqs. (2.36)-(2.38) and Eq. (4.4)]. The black solid lines correspond to the TvNS solution.
(b) The data for E are shown in logarithmic scale to emphasize the power-law divergence
for small ⇠.

⇠ as E ⇠ ⇠�13/2 [see Eq. (2.42)]. Again, the data from simulations are quantitatively

di↵erent from the TvNS solution.

The dependence of the scaled pressure on ⇠ is shown in Fig 4.4(a). Unlike the other

scaling functions, the data from simulations are much closer to the TvNS solution. In

particular, both data diverge as ⇠�2 for small ⇠ [see Fig 4.4(b)]. Also, as the number

density ⇢0 is decreased, the data tends towards the analytical solution, though it is not

possible to extrapolate the data to ⇢0 = 0 with the current data.

In summary, the TvNS solution is inadequate to describe the numerical data. Also, the

data from simulations show that the results depend on ⇢0. On the other hand the TvNS

solution is independent of ⇢0. There could be multiple plausible reasons for the observed

di↵erences. One is that the simulations are performed for hard spheres, while the TvNS

solution is for the ideal gas. In the hard sphere simulations, there is an upper bound for

the local number density, while there is no such bound in the ideal gas. This particularly
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Figure 4.4: (a) The variation of the scaling function P(⇠) corresponding to non-
dimensionalized pressure [see Eq. (4.2)] with scaled distance ⇠. The data are shown for 2
di↵erent initial densities ⇢0 = 0.1 and 0.4. For ⇢0 = 0.1, the di↵erent times are t = 30000,
40000, 50000, 60000, and for ⇢ = 0.4, t = 5000, 10000, 20000, 30000, as indicated in
(a). The black solid lines correspond to the TvNS solution [see Eqs. (2.36)-(2.38)]. (b)
The data for P are shown in logarithmic scale to emphasize the power-law divergence for
small ⇠.

becomes significant near the shock front where the density becomes high irrespective of

the initial density. Secondly, the medium through which shock is propagating is inherently

a system out of equilibrium, and the assumption of local equilibrium in the TvNS solution

may be incorrect.

In the following, we test these assumptions. First, we incorporate e↵ects of explosion

in the hard sphere model into the TvNS solution by replacing the EOS for an ideal gas

with a virial expansion for the hard sphere gas. Second, we test the assumption of local

equilibrium.
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4.3 Shock propagation in a hard sphere gas

The EOS and the free energy of the hard sphere gas may be expressed as a virial expan-

sion:

p
kBT⇢

= 1 +
1X

n=2

Bn⇢
n�1, (4.6)

F(N,V,T )
NkBT

= ln(⇤d⇢) � 1 +
1X

n=2

Bn
⇢n�1

n � 1
, (4.7)

where p is pressure, T is temperature, kB is Boltzmann constant, ⇢ is number density, Bn

is the nth virial coe�cient, F is the free energy, and ⇤ = h/
p

2⇡mkBT is the thermal

wavelength.

From Eqs. (4.6) and (4.7), the entropy is,

s = kB

2
666664
d
2
�

h
ln(⇤d⇢) � 1

i
�
1X

n=2

⇢n�1

n � 1

 
Bn + T

dBn

dT

!3777775 . (4.8)

For a hard sphere gas, the virial coe�cients are independent of the temperature and hence
dBn
dT = 0. This simplifies the internal energy per particle as u = d

2 kBT . Thus, the enthalpy

per particle is,

w = kBT

0
BBBBB@1 +

d
2
+

1X

n=2

Bn⇢
n�1

1
CCCCCA . (4.9)

Now, the set of hydrodynamic equations describing the propagation of the shock in the

ideal gas [see Eqs. (2.16)-(2.18)], have to be modified. It is more convenient to work in

terms of the local temperature rather that the local pressure. So we consider Eq. (2.15) for

the conservation of entropy. In this chapter, we concentrate on three-dimensional case, so

d = 3. Replacing p in Eq. (2.17) with the virial equation in Eq. (4.6) and s in Eq. (2.15)
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with the Eq. (4.8), the equations of motion are modified to

@t⇢ + @r(⇢v) + 2r�1⇢v = 0, (4.10)

@tv + v@rv + kBT

0
BBBBB@1 +

1X

n=2

nBn⇢
n�1

1
CCCCCA @r ln ⇢ + kBT

0
BBBBB@1 +

1X

n=2

Bn⇢
n�1

1
CCCCCA @r ln T = 0, (4.11)

(@t + v@r)
3 ln T

2
�

0
BBBBB@1 +

1X

n=2

Bn⇢
n�1

1
CCCCCA (@t + v@r) ln ⇢ = 0. (4.12)

Transforming to dimensionless variables using Eqs. (4.2), the hydrodynamic equations

reduce to

 
V � 2

5

!
⇠R

dV
d⇠
+ ⇠

d
d⇠

2
666664ER

0
BBBBB@1 +

1X

n=2

Bn⇢
n�1
0 Rn�1

1
CCCCCA

3
777775 � RV + RV2

+2RE

2
6666641 +

1X

n=2

Bn⇢
n�1
0 Rn�1

3
777775 = 0, (4.13)

 
V � 2

5

!
⇠

dR
d⇠
+ ⇠R

dV
d⇠
+ 3RV = 0, (4.14)

�
⇣
1 +

1X

n=2

Bn⇢
n�1
0 Rn�1

⌘  
V � 2

5

!
⇠

R
dR
d⇠
+

3
2

 
V � 2

5

!
⇠

E
dE
d⇠
+ 3(V � 1) = 0. (4.15)

The Rankine-Hugoniot boundary conditions at the shock front ⇠ f are now

1
R(⇠ f )

"
1 +

3
1 +

P1
n=2 Bn⇢n�1

0 R(⇠ f )n�1

#
= 1,

V(⇠ f ) =
6
5

1
R(⇠ f )[1 +

P1
n=2 Bn⇢n�1

0 R(⇠ f )n�1]
,

E(⇠ f ) =
1
3

V(⇠ f )2. (4.16)

For a given ⇠ f , Eqs. (4.13)-(4.15) with the boundary conditions in Eqs. (4.16) may be

solved numerically. ⇠ f , as before, is determined by the condition that total energy is

conserved, which in terms of the scaling functions is

4⇡
Z ⇠ f

0
R(⇠)

"
V2(⇠)

2
+

3
2

E(⇠)
#
⇠4d⇠ = 1, (4.17)
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n Bn

2 2⇡
3

3 5
8 B2

2

4
h

2707
4480 +

219
p

2
2240⇡ � 4131

4480
arccos [1/3]

⇡

i
B3

2

5 0.110252B4
2

6 0.03888198B5
2

7 0.01302354B6
2

8 0.0041832B7
2

9 0.0013094B8
2

10 0.0004035B9
2

Table 4.1: The values of the virial coe�cients Bn for the hard sphere gas in three dimen-
sions. The data are taken from Ref. [71].

which is same as Eq. (2.35) with � = 5/3 and P = RE.

For the hard sphere gas in three dimensions, the virial coe�cients Bn are known analyti-

cally for up to n = 4 and through Monte Carlo simulations up to n = 10 [71]. These are

tabulated in Table 4.1.

From the hydrodynamic equations as well as the boundary conditions, it is clear that the

initial density ⇢0 now a↵ects the results, since it explicitly appears in the equations. The

limit ⇢0 ! 0 in these equations should reproduce the TvNS solution. We thus expect that

there could be significant deviations for larger densities. We now compare the results for

the solution for the hydrodynamic equation with virial EOS for hard sphere gas with that

for the ideal gas as well as those obtained from simulations.

In Figs. 4.5 and 4.6, the TvNS solution with virial EOS is denoted by lines while the

simulation data are shown by points for ⇢0 = 0.1 and ⇢0 = 0.4 respectively. We first focus

on the e↵ect of truncating the virial EOS by including only the first n virial terms. We find

that the scaling functions for density, velocity, temperature, and pressure for n = 6, 8, 10

are indistinguishable from each other for both densities [see Figs. 4.5 and 4.6], showing

that errors introduced by truncating the EOS at n = 10 are negligible. Second, we observe

that as n or ⇢0 increases, the discontinuities at the shock front decreases, and the position
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of the shock front ⇠ f increases. Third, and more importantly, the inclusion of virial EOS

does not alter the exponents of the power law divergence of the scaling functions at small

⇠. Also, the exponents are independent of ⇢0. For high densities, there are qualitative

changes induced by including virial EOS. For example, the scaling function for velocity

changes from monotonically increasing for ideal gas to monotonically decreasing for the

virial EOS [see Fig. 4.6(b)].

Near the shock front, in comparison to the ideal gas EOS, we find that the virial EOS

does a better job of describing the scaling functions obtained from simulations. For the

density scaling function, the discontinuity at the shock front is better captured by the virial

EOS for both densities [see Figs. 4.5(a) and 4.6(a)]. For the velocity scaling function,

the virial EOS matches with the simulation data close to the shock front for ⇢0 = 0.1

[see Fig. 4.5(b)], and captures the correct trend for ⇢0 = 0.4 [see Fig. 4.6(b)]. For both

temperature [see Figs. 4.5(c) and 4.6(c)] and pressure [see Figs. 4.5(d) and 4.6(d)], the

scaling functions obtained from virial EOS are closer to the simulation data than the ideal

gas EOS.

Away from the shock front, the power-law behavior of the scaling function remain un-

changed with the inclusion of the virial EOS. This is because near the shock center, the

gas is dilute, and the virial EOS tends towards the ideal gas law. Thus, as for the TvNS

theory discussed in Sec. 4.2, the modified theory is incapable to describe the simulation

data [see insets of Figs. 4.5 and 4.6].

The discontinuity at the shock front is plotted in Fig 4.7. For more realistic virial EOS,

the discontinuities deviate further away from the ideal gas case with inclusion of more

terms, though the values converge by n = 8. The deviations are more for larger ambient

densities.

Thus, we conclude that while replacing the ideal gas assumption in the TvNS solution

with the virial EOS for the hard sphere gas introduces some dependence on the initial

density ⇢0, it fails to capture the strong deviations from the TvNS solution that is observed
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Figure 4.5: The scaling functions (a) R(⇠), (b) V(⇠), (c) E(⇠), and (d) P(⇠) corresponding
to density, velocity, temperature and pressure respectively versus ⇠ for ambient density
⇢0 = 0.1 is compared with the theoretical solution for the hydrodynamic equations with
virial EOS for the hard sphere gas. The simulation data (represented by points) correspond
to four di↵erent times with keys as shown in Fig 4.1(a). The lines represent the virial
EOS solution with the virial expansion truncated at n = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10. Black solid curve
represents the case of ideal gas. The inset shows the plots on a log-log scale, accentuating
the small ⇠ behavior.
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Figure 4.6: The scaling functions (a) R(⇠), (b) V(⇠), (c) E(⇠), and (d) P(⇠) corresponding
to density, velocity, temperature and pressure respectively versus ⇠ for ambient density
⇢0 = 0.4 is compared with the theoretical solution for the hydrodynamic equations with
virial EOS for the hard sphere gas. The simulation data (represented by points) correspond
to four di↵erent times with keys as shown in Fig 4.1(a). The lines represent the virial
EOS solution with the virial expansion truncated at n = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10. Black solid curve
represents the case of ideal gas. The inset shows the plots on a log-log scale, accentuating
the small ⇠ behavior.
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Figure 4.7: The scaling functions corresponding to density, velocity, temperature, and
pressure at the shock front, denoted by (a) R(⇠ f ), (b) V(⇠ f ), (c) E(⇠ f ), and (d) P(⇠ f )
respectively, versus the ambient density ⇢0. The data are for the virial EOS solution with
the virial expansion truncated at n = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10.

in the event-driven simulations.

4.4 Local Equilibrium

We now numerically check the assumption of local equilibrium in the TvNS solution.

First, we check whether the EOS of a hard sphere gas is obeyed. Second, we check

whether the thermal energy is locally equipartitioned equally in all three directions. Fi-

nally, we calculate the skewness and kurtosis of the distribution of velocity fluctuations to
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check the deviation from a gaussian.

4.4.1 Equation of state

A central assumption of the TvNS solution is that the local pressure, density and temper-

ature are not independent, but related to each other through an EOS, which is assumed to

be that of the ideal gas. To test the assumption of EOS, we measure the local thermody-

namic quantities and check whether they obey the hard sphere virial EOS. To do so, we

measure the ratio

�(n) =
P(⇠)

E(⇠)R(⇠)
h
1 +

Pn
k=2 Bk⇢k�1

0 R(⇠)k�1
i , (4.18)

where n is the number of terms retained in the virial expansion [n = 1 corresponds to

ideal gas]. For large n, if � ⇡ 1, then we conclude that the virial EOS is obeyed, and the

assumption of EOS is justified.

The dependence of �(n) on ⇠ for n = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 is shown in Fig. 4.8 for the two am-

bient densities, for two di↵erent times. While for small n, there is deviation from one

near the shock front, quite remarkably, as n increases, �(n) fluctuates about 1 for all ⇠.

This clearly shows that the assumption of an EOS is quite justified. There is an am-

biguity about whether we define temperature using the full velocity fluctuations, i.e.,

T = 1
3

⇣
h�v2

r i + h�v2
?i

⌘
or by only considering the radial or transverse components. To

show that the evidence of EOS is not dependent on this choice, consider Fig 4.9 where

�(10) is shown for both Tr [based on radial component] and T? [based on transverse

component], where

Tr = h(�vr)2i, (4.19)

T? =
1
2
h(�v?)2i, (4.20)
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Figure 4.8: The variation of �(n) [see Eq. (4.18)] with ⇠ for n = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10. The data
in (a) are for times 40000 and 60000 with ambient number density ⇢0 = 0.1 and in (b)
are for times 10000 and 30000 with ambient number density ⇢0 = 0.4. For large n, �(n)
fluctuates about 1 in both the case.
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Figure 4.9: The variation of �(10) with ⇠, where the temperature in Eq. (4.18) is replaced
by Tr or T? defined through the radial and perpendicular components of the velocity
fluctuations. The data are for times 40000 and 60000 and ambient density ⇢0 = 0.1.

where the factor of 2 accounts for the two degrees of freedom in the ✓-� directions and,

h�v2
r i = h(vr � hvri)2i, (4.21)

h�v2
?i = h(v? � hv?i)2i

= hv2
?i. (4.22)

Clearly, the results are independent of the choice, except very close to the shock front.

4.4.2 Equipartition

We check whether the thermal energy is equipartitioned equally in all three directions by

measuring the ratio

⇣ =
h�v2

r i
h�v2
?i/2
, (4.23)
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Figure 4.10: The variation of ⇣, the ratio of energies in the radial and ✓-� directions [see
Eq. (4.23)] with the scaled distance ⇠. The data is for four di↵erent times with keys as in
Fig 4.1(a), for two ambient densities ⇢0 = 0.1 and 0.4. Away from the shock front, ⇣ ⇡ 1.

where �vr and �v? are the velocity fluctuations in the radial and transverse ✓-� directions

respectively. The factor of 2 accounts for the two degrees of freedom in the ✓-� directions.

If the thermal energy is equipartitioned, then ⇣ = 1. Fig. 4.10 shows the variation of ⇣

with ⇠ for di↵erent times. The data for di↵erent times collapse on to a single curve. Away

from the shock front, ⇣ ⇡ 1 showing equipartition. However, near the shock front, ⇣ > 1,

corresponding to excess thermal energy in the radial direction.
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4.4.3 Skewness and Kurtosis

To quantify the deviation from gaussianity, we measure the kurtosis , and skewness S of

the probability distribution for the velocity fluctuations:

r =
h�v4

r i
3h�v2

r i2
, (4.24)

? =
h�v4
?i

2h�v2
?i2
, (4.25)

S =
h�v3

r i
h�v2

r i3/2
, (4.26)

where,

h�v4
r i = h(vr � hvri)4i, (4.27)

h�v3
r i = h(vr � hvri)3i, (4.28)

and in perpendicular direction,

h�v4
?i = h(v? � hv?i)4i

= hv4
?i. (4.29)

In the simulation, we find out the above quantities in each bin (radial binning). Deviation

of kurtosis from 1 shows non-gaussian behavior. Likewise, a non-zero skewness shows

that the distribution is not symmetric. The variation of r and ? with ⇠ is shown in

Fig. 4.11 (a) and (b) respectively. While the data for di↵erent times collapse onto one

curve, r and ? deviate significantly from 1 for almost all ⇠, showing a lack of local

equilibrium. For the higher density ⇢0 = 0.4, r and ? are close to one near the shock

front. Skewness S also provides a strong evidence for deviation from gaussianity and a

lack of local equilibrium. From the variation of S with ⇠, as shown in Fig. 4.11 (c), it

is clear that it is positive for all values of ⇠. Thus, the distribution is clearly asymmetric.
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Figure 4.11: The variation with scaled distance ⇠ of (a) the kurtosis r for the radial
velocity fluctuations [see Eq. (4.24)]. (b) the kurtosis ? for the velocity fluctuations in
the ✓-� direction [see Eq. (4.25)] and (c) skewness S for the radial velocity fluctuations
[see Eq. (4.26]. The black solid line in (a) and (b) are reference lines of 1, corresponding
to gaussianity. The data are for ⇢0 = 0.1 and ⇢0 = 0.4 and for four di↵erent times with keys
as in Fig 4.1(a). (d) The distribution of the radial velocity fluctuations P(�v) measured at
r = 61.5, t = 30000 and ⇢0 = 0.4, corresponding to ⇠ = 0.58. The black solid curve
represents the gaussian distribution fitted to the data near zero. The blue solid line is an
exponential and a guide to the eye.
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Note that in the ✓-� directions, due to symmetry, the skewness is zero.

The skewness of the distribution may be directly seen by examining the full probability

distribution P(�vr, r, t) for the fluctuations in the radial velocity. The distribution for a

fixed time t and fixed radial distance r, corresponding to ⇠ = 0.58 is shown in Fig 4.11 (d).

This corresponds to a region away from the shock front where the skewness in Fig. 4.11(c)

is non-zero. It can be seen from the figure that the distribution deviates from the gaussian

distribution and is skewed towards the larger positive fluctuations. We find that the data

are consistent with an exponential decay for large positive fluctuations.

4.5 E↵ect of heat conduction

The numerically obtained temperature profile shows that there is a temperature gradient in

the problem. In the presence of a gradient, the heat flux term may become important. But

the e↵ect of heat conduction has been neglected in the TvNS theory. The divergence of

temperature for small ⇠ in the TvNS solution may be regularized by introducing heat con-

duction [11, 30, 31]. When the flow is made non-adiabatic, the conservation laws for mass

and momentum do not change [see Eqs. (2.16) and (2.17)]. However, the conservation of

energy [see Eq. (2.18)] is now modified to [35, 11, 30, 31],

⇢ [@te + v@re] � T
⇥
@t⇢ + v@r⇢

⇤
+

1
r2@r(r2qr) = 0, (4.30)

where e is the internal energy and qr is the heat flux in the radial direction, given by

qr = ��rT = ��@rT, (4.31)

where � is the heat conductivity. Within kinetic theory, � depends on temperature as

� =

s
2k3

BT
⇡3m�4 , (4.32)
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where � is the diameter of the particles and m is the mass of the particles. The Rankine-

Hugoniot condition describing the mass flux and momentum flux are same as described

in Eqs. (2.22) and (2.23). The energy flux gives,

e f +
pf

⇢ f
+

1
2

(v f � D)2 � qf

⇢0D
=

1
2

D2, (4.33)

where qf is the heat flux at the shock front. In connection with Eq. (2.25), Eq. (4.33) can

be written as,

3v f (D � v f ) = v2
f +

2qf

⇢0D
. (4.34)

Equation (4.30) is converted to the ODE by dimensional analysis given in Eqs. (4.2),

3
2

"
V � 2

5

#
⇠R

dE
d⇠
�

"
V � 2

5

#
⇠E

dR
d⇠
+ 3RE(V � 1)

+
C
⇠t2/5

2
666648E3/28

p
E⇠

dE
d⇠
+

1
2
p

E

 
⇠

dE
d⇠

!2

+
p

E⇠2 d2E
d⇠2

3
77775 = 0, (4.35)

where ⇢0 has been absorbed to the quantity C. In the limit r, t ! 1, keeping ⇠ fixed, it

is easy to see that the ratio of the heat conduction term [last term in Eq. (4.35)] to any of

the other terms decreases to zero as t�2/5. Thus, this term is irrelevant in the scaling limit.

However, one may take the limiting case of switching on a heat conduction term with a

small coe�cient, and determine the limit of the scaling functions as this coe�cient tends

to zero. The boundary condition of no heat flux at the heat center [11, 30, 31] automati-

cally ensures that the gradients in temperatures are set to zero, or equivalently the scaling

function E ⇠ ⇠�2, as seen in the simulations. Thus, the results for the scaling functions

obtained by first taking the scaling limit at the level of the hydrodynamics equations, or

by taking the scaling limit after solving the hydrodynamic equations with heat conduction

may not be the same. Whether the latter limit reproduces quantitatively the results of the

simulations, requires a detailed numerical solution of the hydrodynamic equations, which

is beyond the scope of this thesis. Note that Eq. (4.35) was derived under the assumption
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that � / T 1/2. However, if it is imposed that heat conduction term survives in the scaling

limit of r ! 1, t ! 1, then one obtained the condition � / T 1/6 [11].

4.6 Sonic line

In this section, we check an implicit assumption of the TvNS theory. In the classic so-

lution of a shock, the flow velocity is subsonic within the blast and supersonic when

compared to the ambient gas into which the shock is expanding. The subsonic flow re-

sults in perturbations relaxing quickly. On the other hand, if there are regions where the

flow is supersonic, then the asymptotic self similar solution may not be reached. To check

whether this assumption is valid both within the event-driven simulations as well as the

TvNS theory modified by the virial EOS, we follow closely the analysis of Ref. [17].

Consider the local sound velocity,

c(r, t) =

s
�p(r, t)
⇢(r, t)

. (4.36)

Since a perturbation results in an acoustic wave (heat waves have been ignored), the en-

ergy carrying perturbation will have a maximal speed v(r, t) + c(r, t), where v(r, t) is the

local flow velocity. On the other hand, the phase velocity is the geometric speed at r

and is given by r
r f

dr f

dt , where r f is the position of the shock front. Since r f / t2/5, we

obtain dr f

dt =
2r f

5t , such that the phase velocity is 2r
5t . For the TvNS assumption to hold, the

phase velocity should be less than the maximal speed v(r, t)+ c(r, t). This may be checked

by plotting the scaled sound velocity C(⇠) = tc/r as a function of scaled flow velocity

V(⇠) = tv/r, and compare the data with sonic line

5
2

V +
5
2

C = 1. (4.37)

If the C � V plot stays above this line, then perturbations are faster than phase velocity,
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Figure 4.12: The parametric plot of sound velocity(C)-flow velocity(V). The data are
from simulations. The solid reference line represents the sonic line [see Eq. (4.37]. The
arrows indicate the direction of increasing ⇠. (a) The full data. (b) Reduced data, where
the data beyond the shock front have been removed. The data are for four di↵erent times
with keys as in Fig 4.1(a).

and is necessary for the validity of the TvNS solution.

The parametric plot of the scaled sound velocity with the scaled flow velocity, as obtained

from simulations, is shown in Fig 4.12(a). While most of the data lies above the sonic line

(shown as solid line), there is a region near the shock front where the data from simulation

lies below the sonic line for both the two di↵erent ambient densities. However, the region

that we find below the sonic line may be an artifact of the simulation. The data is obtained

by averaging over di↵erent histories, each one having a slightly di↵erent shock front,

resulting in a di↵used shock front. To remove this ambiguity, we identify the value of

⇠ at which density (or pressure) reaches a maximum as the shock front. We remove the

data beyond the shock wave, and plot this reduced data in Fig 4.12 (b). Here, we find that

the entire plot lies above the sonic line. So, we conclude that our simulations are in the

parameter range corresponding to strong shocks.

The same features may be observed for the theoretical TvNS solution with virial EOS.
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The C-V plot for the same is shown in Fig 4.13, where the virial EOS is truncated at the

tenth virial coe�cient. It can be seen that for the densities that we have considered, the

C-V parametric plot lies above the sonic line. Any higher ambient density would have

resulted in the curve crossing the sonic line.

4.7 Conclusion and discussion

To summarize, in this chapter we compared the TvNS solution for the radial distribution of

pressure, temperature, density, and flow velocity fields with results from large scale event-

driven molecular dynamics simulations of hard spheres in three dimensions. We find that
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the TvNS solution is inadequate to describe the numerical data well. In particular, the

power law behavior away from the shock front for temperature and density have di↵erent

exponents in the theory and simulations. In addition, the predictions for the flow velocity

do not match the simulation results for all ⇠.

The TvNS theory was modified by using a virial equation of state for the hard sphere gas

instead of the ideal gas constitutive relation. We find that the hydrodynamic solution does

not noticeably change beyond the inclusion of six virial coe�cients. We restricted our

analysis to the known ten virial coe�cients. While inclusion of the more realistic virial

equation of state modifies the theoretical predictions, especially near the shock front, it

does not modify any of the exponents, and thus fails to describe the simulation data well.

We also checked the di↵erent assumptions of the TvNS theory. The assumption of local

equilibrium is a key assumption of the TvNS solution. In particular, the main consequence

of this assumption that goes into the theory is the existence of an equation of state for the

gas. Though the numerics and theory do not agree for the scaling functions, surprisingly,

the local pressure, temperature, and density satisfy the virial equation of state for the hard

sphere gas very well, except for a small deviation near the shock front [see Fig. 4.8]. On

the other hand, the radial velocity fluctuations are not gaussian, and is skewed towards

positive fluctuations. This shows that local equilibrium is not attained. The hydrody-

namic equations correspond to the collision less limit of the Boltzmann equation, and

does not ensure equilibration. One way to understand the role of these skewed distribu-

tions would be to study a system where the local velocities are reassigned at a constant

rate from a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution with the local temperature, and ask whether

any qualitative changes are observed. This is a promising area for future study.

Earlier molecular dynamics simulations in two dimensions [17] found that the simulations

reproduce well the TvNS solution for low to medium densities, except for a small di↵er-

ence in the discontinuities at the shock front. Also, a slight discrepancy was observed near

the shock center. When the number density of the ambient gas is high, the TvNS solution
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did not describe well the data near the shock front [17]. This is contrary to our results in

three dimensions where the TvNS solution does not match with simulation. The number

densities considered in both the studies are similar, and thus we expect the results in this

thesis to hold in two dimensions also. In the next chapter, we focus on understanding the

reason for the di↵erent results that have been reported for two and three dimensions.
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Chapter 5

Shock propagation following an intense

explosion: Detailed comparison

between hydrodynamics and simulation

in two dimensions

5.1 Introduction

This chapter starts from the results obtained in the previous chapter on shock propagation

in a three-dimensional dilute elastic gas. In the previous chapter, we compared the cele-

brated TvNS solutions with the results from simulation of hard sphere gas. We showed

that the simulation results in three dimensions are not in agreement with the hydrody-

namic solutions. But in contrary to our results in three dimensions, in a recent study on

the comparison of system in two dimensions, Barbier et. al. showed that the simulation

results match with the TvNS solutions [17]. So in order to check the spatial dimensional

dependence of the results, in this chapter, we compare the hydrodynamic solutions in two

dimensions with the results from simulations in two dimensions.
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In this chapter, we follow the same procedure as in chapter 4. In Sec. 5.2, we rewrite the

hydrodynamic equations in two dimensions and compare the results obtained by solving

the set of equations with the results from large scale event-driven MD simulations in two

dimensions. We observe, there is a discrepancy between the TvNS results and simula-

tion results. In the remaining sections, we check the assumptions made in the theory. In

Sec. 5.3, we replace the ideal gas equation of state by the virial equation of state in the

TvNS theory, and compare the solutions obtained by solving the modified sets of equa-

tions with the solutions from simulation. We find that the hydrodynamic results are modi-

fied, especially near the shock front, but still the power-law behavior can not be explained

by the modified results of TvNS theory. Assumption of local equilibrium is checked in the

Sec. 5.4. We justify the existence of an equation of state in the problem. We also check in

this section, the equipartition of energy and prove that the energy is equipartitioned. The

kurtosis and skewness are found to be not exist near the shock center. We summarize this

chapter in Sec. 5.5. The content of this chapter is included in Ref. [72].

5.2 Simulation model and comparison with hydrodynamic

solution in two dimensions

In this section, we give the hydrodynamic solution by TvNS method in two dimensions

and compare these results with the solution from event-driven MD simulation in two

dimensions.
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5.2.1 TvNS solution in two dimensions

We start this section by the set of hydrodynamic equations in two dimensions,

@t⇢ + @r(⇢v) + r�1⇢v = 0, (5.1)

@tv + v@rv + ⇢�1@r p = 0, (5.2)

@t s + v@r s = 0. (5.3)

with the Rankine-hungoniot conditions given by Eq. (2.28).

Convert this set of non-linear coupled partial di↵erential equations to ordinary di↵erential

equations by non-dimensionalizing the quantities as earlier,

p =
⇢0r2

t2 P(⇠),

⇢ = ⇢0R(⇠), (5.4)

v =
r
t
V(⇠),

" =
kBT
m0
=

r2

t2 E(⇠),

where the dimensionless length is,

⇠ = r
 

E0t2

⇢0

!�1/4

. (5.5)

The new set ordinary di↵erential equations are,

 
V � 1

2

!
R

dV
d ln ⇠

+
dP

d ln ⇠
� RV + RV2 + 2P = 0,

dV
d ln ⇠

+

 
V � 1

2

!
d ln R
d ln ⇠

+ 2V = 0, (5.6)

d
d ln ⇠

✓
ln

P
R�

◆
� 2(1 � V)

V � 1/2
= 0,
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with boundary conditions,

P(⇠ f ) =
1

2(� + 1)
,

V(⇠ f ) =
1
� + 1

, (5.7)

R(⇠ f ) =
� + 1
� � 1

.

The position of shock front is obtained from the expression for energy,

2⇡
Z ⇠ f

0
R(⇠)

"
V2(⇠)

2
+

P(⇠)
(� � 1)R(⇠)

#
⇠3d⇠ = 1. (5.8)

For a monoatomic gas in two dimensions � = 2, as � = 1 + 2
f , where f represents the

degree of freedom which is 2 here. Eq. (5.8) gives the value of ⇠ f = 1.298335 for � = 2.

5.2.2 Comparison with event-driven simulations

In this section, we compare the predictions of the TvNS solution in two dimensions for

density, velocity, pressure, and temperature profiles with results from large scale event-

driven simulations [68] of a collection of elastic hard spheres in two dimensions. Consider

a system of identical hard particles in two dimensions whose mass and diameter are set

to one. Initially, all particles are at rest and uniformly distributed in space. The system is

perturbed by an initial localized input of energy at the origin. We model an isotropic im-

pulse by giving a speed v0 = 1 to 4 particles near the center along ±x, and ±y directions.

The particles move ballistically until they undergo elastic momentum conserving colli-

sions with other particles. The velocities of the particles undergoing collisions change

according to the collision rule (See Eq. (4.1))

We simulate systems with number densities ⇢0 = 0.15 and 0.382. The system is large

enough so that the moving particles do not reach the boundary up to the times we have

simulated, so that the boundary e↵ects can be avoided. The data are averaged over 150
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.1: Moving (red) and stationary (blue) particles at times (a) t = 100000, (b)
t = 150000, (c) t = 200000 and (d) t = 250000. Energetic particles are injected at
the center. All collisions are elastic with r = 1. The data are for the ambient density
⇢0 = 0.15.
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di↵erent histories.

The initial perturbation creates a disturbance that propagates outward in a radially sym-

metric fashion with a well defined shock front, that separates the moving particles from

the stationary ones as shown in Fig 5.1. The radius of this shock front has been earlier

shown to increase as t1/2 in event-driven simulations [9, 10], consistent with the TvNS

solution. Our aim is to numerically determine the scaling functions R(⇠), V(⇠), E(⇠), and

P(⇠), corresponding to density, velocity, temperature, and pressure respectively.

The numerically obtained scaling functions R(⇠), V(⇠), E(⇠), and P(⇠) are shown in

Fig. 5.2 for initial number densities 0.1 and 0.4. For each of the densities, four di↵er-

ent times are shown. In the figure, points represent the data obtained from simulation

and the solid black line represents the TvNS solution. The data for the four di↵erent

times collapse onto one curve when plotted against the dimensionless length ⇠. Since the

simulations correspond to a monoatomic gas, we set � = 2 in the TvNS solution.

The scaling function R(⇠) depends on the initial number density ⇢0, especially close to

the shock front [see Fig 5.2(a)]. As ⇢0 decreases, the discontinuity in density at the shock

front increases. However, when compared with the entire range of ⇠, the numerically

obtained curves are very di↵erent from the TvNS solution.

The scaling function V , shown in Fig 5.2(b), increases linearly from zero, reaches a max-

imum and then decreases to its value at the shock front. The data for V from the simula-

tions are again not consistent with the TvNS solution in which V is non-zero at ⇠ = 0, and

then monotonically increases to its value at the shock front. Decreasing the ambient num-

ber density ⇢0 shifts the numerical data further away from the TvNS solution for small

⇠.

The scaling function E(⇠), which measures the local velocity fluctuations, is shown in

Fig 5.2(c). There is only a weak dependence on the number density ⇢0. Fig 5.2(d) shows

that the pressure also does not depend on the ambient density.
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Figure 5.2: The variation of the scaling functions (a) R(⇠), (b) V(⇠), (c) E(⇠) and (d)
P(⇠) corresponding to non-dimensionalized density, velocity, temperature and pressure
[see Eq. (2.32)] with scaled distance ⇠. The data are shown for 2 di↵erent initial densities
⇢0 = 0.15 and 0.382. For ⇢0 = 0.15, the di↵erent times are t = 100000, 150000, 200000,
250000, and for ⇢ = 0.382, t = 50000, 100000, 130000, 160000, as indicated in (a). The
black solid lines correspond to the TvNS solution [see Eqs. (2.36)-(2.38) and Eq. (4.4)].
The data for R, P, and E are also shown on a logarithmic scale in Fig. 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: The data in Fig. 5.2(a), (c) and (d) are shown in logarithmic scale to emphasize
the power-law divergence for small ⇠. The three plots show the variation of the scaling
functions (a) R(⇠), (b) E(⇠) and (c) P(⇠) with scaled distance ⇠. The data are for 2 di↵erent
initial densities ⇢0 = 0.15 and 0.382. Each density has data for four di↵erent times and
the symbols are same as described in Fig 5.2 (a). The black solid lines correspond to the
TvNS solution.
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The behavior of the scaling functions become more worse when they plotted in log-log

plot as shown in Fig 5.3. Fig 5.3(a) shows that for small ⇠, the TvNS scaling function

increases as a power-law ⇠2 [as in Eq. (2.41)], while the numerically obtained scaling

function tends to a non-zero constant. From Fig 5.3(b), it can be seen that E diverges

as a power-law as ⇠ ! 0, with an exponent that we numerically estimate to be close

to �2. The TvNS solution predicts that E diverges with decreasing ⇠ as E ⇠ ⇠�4 [see

Eq. (2.42)]. Again, the data from simulations are quantitatively di↵erent from the TvNS

solution. Unlike the other scaling functions, the data for pressure from simulations are

much closer to the TvNS solution. In particular, both data diverge as ⇠�2 for small ⇠

[see Fig 5.3(c)]. Also, as the number density ⇢0 is decreased, the data tends towards the

analytical solution.

In summary, the TvNS solution in two dimensions inadequate to describe the numerical

data obtained from simulation in two dimensions. Also, the data from simulations show

that the results depend on ⇢0. On the other hand the TvNS solution is independent of ⇢0.

There could be multiple plausible reasons for the observed di↵erences. One is that the

simulations are performed for hard spheres, while the TvNS solution is for the ideal gas.

In the hard sphere simulations, there is an upper bound for the local number density, while

there is no such bound in the ideal gas. This particularly becomes significant near the

shock front where the density becomes high irrespective of the initial density. Secondly,

the medium through which shock is propagating is inherently a system out of equilibrium,

and the assumption of local equilibrium in the TvNS solution may be incorrect.

Our results in two dimensions also are contradictory to the results obtained in Ref [17],

where the numerical data was found to be in agreement with the TvNS solution. In

Ref. [17], the equation of state was taken to be Henderson relation [73], while we have

used the virial equation of state. To make sure that the discrepancy is not due to the choice

of equation of state, we compare the virial equation of state, truncated at n = 10, with the

Henderson relation, as shown in Fig 5.4. Clearly, the two equations of state match for all
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Figure 5.4: The virial equation of state truncated at n = 10 and the Henderson relation are
plotted. It is observed that both the curve match well.

the densities that we have considered.

In the following, we test the assumptions made in TvNS theory as we did in Chapter 4.

First, we incorporate e↵ects of explosion in the hard sphere model by replacing the equa-

tion of state of an ideal gas in the TvNS theory in two dimensions with a virial expansion

for the hard sphere gas. Second, we test the assumption of local equilibrium.

5.3 Shock propagation in two dimensional elastic media

By considering the virial equation of state given in Eq. (4.6), the hydrodynamic equations

of motion for the blast wave propagating through two dimensional media can be written
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as,

@t⇢ + @r(⇢v) + r�1⇢v = 0, (5.9)

@tv + v@rv + kBT

0
BBBBB@1 +

1X

n=2

nBn⇢
n�1

1
CCCCCA @r ln ⇢ + kBT

0
BBBBB@1 +

1X

n=2

Bn⇢
n�1

1
CCCCCA @r ln T = 0, (5.10)

(@t + v@r) ln T �
2
6666641+

1X

n=2

Bn⇢
n�1

3
777775(@t + v@r) ln ⇢ = 0. (5.11)

Non-dimensionlize the thermodynamic quantities using Eq. (5.4), the Eqs. (5.9)-(5.11)

reduce to,

 
V � 1

2

!
⇠R

dV
d⇠
+ ⇠

d
d⇠

2
666664ER

0
BBBBB@1 +

1X

n=2

Bn⇢
n�1
0 Rn�1

1
CCCCCA

3
777775 � RV + RV2

+2RE

2
6666641 +

1X

n=2

Bn⇢
n�1
0 Rn�1

3
777775 = 0, (5.12)

 
V � 1

2

!
⇠

dR
d⇠
+ ⇠R

dV
d⇠
+ 2RV = 0, (5.13)

�
⇣
1 +

1X

n=2

Bn⇢
n�1
0 Rn�1

⌘  
V � 1

2

!
⇠

R
dR
d⇠
+

 
V � 1

2

!
⇠

E
dE
d⇠
+ 2(V � 1) = 0, (5.14)

where the dimensionless length ⇠ is defined in Eq. (5.5). The Rankine-Hugoniot boundary

conditions at the shock front ⇠ f are,

1
R(⇠ f )

"
1 +

2
1 +

P1
n=2 Bn⇢n�1

0 R(⇠ f )n�1

#
= 1,

V(⇠ f ) =
1

R(⇠ f )[1 +
P1

n=2 Bn⇢n�1
0 R(⇠ f )n�1]

,

E(⇠ f ) =
1
2

V(⇠ f )2. (5.15)

Eqs. (5.12)-(5.14) with the boundary conditions in Eqs. (5.15) may be solved numerically

for a given ⇠ f . The value of ⇠ f is determined, as before, by the condition that total energy
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n Bn

2 ⇡
2

3 (4
3 �

p
3
⇡ )B2

2

4
h
2 � 9

p
3

2⇡ +
10
⇡2

i
B3

2

5 0.33355604B4
2

6 0.1988425B5
2

7 0.11486728B6
2

8 0.0649930B7
2

9 0.0362193B8
2

10 0.0199537B9
2

Table 5.1: The values of the virial coe�cients Bn for the hard sphere gas in two dimen-
sions. The data are taken from Ref. [71].

is conserved, which in terms of the scaling functions is

2⇡
Z ⇠ f

0
R(⇠)

"
V2(⇠)

2
+ E(⇠)

#
⇠3d⇠ = 1, (5.16)

which is equivalent to Eq. (2.35) for d = 2 with � = 2 and P = RE.

For the hard sphere gas in two dimensions, the virial coe�cients Bn are known analytically

for up to n = 4 and through Monte Carlo simulations up to n = 10 [71]. These are

tabulated in Table 5.1.

The initial density ⇢0 appears explicitly in the hydrodynamic equations as well as the

boundary conditions and therefore it a↵ects the results. The limit ⇢0 ! 0 in these equa-

tions should reproduce the TvNS solution. We thus expect that there could be significant

deviations for larger densities. We now compare the results for the solution for the hydro-

dynamic equation in two dimensions with virial EOS for hard sphere gas with that for the

ideal gas as well as those obtained from simulations in two dimensions.

In Figs. 5.5 and 5.6, the TvNS solution with virial EOS is denoted by lines while the

simulation data are shown by points for ⇢0 = 0.15 and ⇢0 = 0.382 respectively. We first

focus on the e↵ect of truncating the virial EOS by including only the first n virial terms.
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We find that the scaling functions for density, velocity, temperature, and pressure for

n = 6, 8, 10 are indistinguishable from each other for both densities [see Figs. 5.5 and 5.6],

showing that errors introduced by truncating the EOS at n = 10 are negligible. Second,

we observe that as n or ⇢0 increases, the discontinuities at the shock front decreases, and

the position of the shock front ⇠ f increases. Third, and more importantly, the inclusion

of virial EOS does not alter the exponents of the power-law divergence of the scaling

functions at small ⇠. Also, the exponents are independent of ⇢0.

Near the shock front, in comparison to the ideal gas EOS, we find that the virial EOS does

a better job of describing the scaling functions obtained from simulations. For the density

scaling function, the discontinuity at the shock front is better captured by the virial EOS

for both densities [see Figs. 5.5(a) and 5.6(a)]. For the scaled velocity, the virial EOS

matches well with the simulation data away from the shock center for ⇢0 = 0.15 [see

Fig. 5.5(b)], and captures the correct trend for ⇢0 = 0.382 [see Fig. 5.6(b)]. For both

temperature [see Figs. 5.5(c) and 5.6(c)] and pressure [see Figs. 5.5(d) and 5.6(d)], the

scaling functions obtained from virial EOS are closer to the simulation data than the ideal

gas EOS.

Away from the shock front, the power-law behavior of the scaling function remain un-

changed with the inclusion of the virial EOS. This is because near the shock center, the

gas is dilute, and the virial EOS tends towards the ideal gas law. Thus, as for the TvNS

theory discussed in Sec. 5.2, the modified theory is insu�cient to describe the simulation

data [see insets of Figs. 5.5 and 5.6].

Thus, we conclude that while replacing the ideal gas assumption in the TvNS solution

with the virial EOS for the hard sphere gas introduces some dependence on the initial

density ⇢0, it fails to capture the strong deviations from the TvNS solution, especially

near the shock center, that is observed in the event-driven simulations.
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Figure 5.5: The scaling functions (a) R(⇠), (b) V(⇠), (c) E(⇠), and (d) P(⇠) corresponding
to density, velocity, temperature and pressure respectively versus ⇠ for ambient density
⇢0 = 0.15 is compared with the theoretical solution for the hydrodynamic equations with
virial EOS for the hard sphere gas. The simulation data (represented by points) correspond
to four di↵erent times with keys as shown in Fig 5.2(a). The lines represent the virial
EOS solution with the virial expansion truncated at n = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10. Black solid curve
represents the case of ideal gas. The inset shows the plots on a log-log scale, accentuating
the small ⇠ behavior. 98
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Figure 5.6: The scaling functions (a) R(⇠), (b) V(⇠), (c) E(⇠), and (d) P(⇠) corresponding
to density, velocity, temperature and pressure respectively versus ⇠ for ambient density
⇢0 = 0.382 is compared with the theoretical solution for the hydrodynamic equations
with virial EOS for the hard sphere gas. The simulation data (represented by points)
correspond to four di↵erent times with keys as shown in Fig 5.2(a). The lines represent
the virial EOS solution with the virial expansion truncated at n = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10. Black
solid curve represents the case of ideal gas. The inset shows the plots on a log-log scale,
accentuating the small ⇠ behavior. 99



5.4 Local Equilibrium

As we have done in chapter 4, here also we numerically check the assumption of local

equilibrium in the TvNS solution. First, we check whether the EOS of a hard sphere gas is

obeyed. Second, we check whether the thermal energy is locally equipartitioned equally

in the two directions. Finally, we calculate the skewness and kurtosis of the distribution

of velocity fluctuations to check the deviation from a gaussian.

5.4.1 Equation of state

To check the central assumption of TvNS theorem of the existence of an EOS, we measure

the local thermodynamic quantities independently and check whether they obey the hard

sphere virial EOS. In order to do that we measure the ratio as we did in Sec. 4.4.1 of

chapter 4. We write the equation here for convenience,

�(n) =
P(⇠)

E(⇠)R(⇠)
h
1 +

Pn
k=2 Bk⇢k�1

0 R(⇠)k�1
i , (5.17)

where n is the number of terms retained in the virial expansion [n = 1 corresponds to

ideal gas]. For large n, if � ⇡ 1, then we conclude that the virial EOS is obeyed, and the

assumption of EOS is justified.

The dependence of �(n) on ⇠ for n = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 is shown in Fig. 5.7 for two di↵er-

ent times. While for small n, there is deviation from one near the shock front, quite

remarkably, as n increases, �(n) fluctuates about 1 for all ⇠. This clearly shows that the

assumption of an EOS is quite justified.
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Figure 5.7: The variation of �(n) [see Eq. (5.17)] with ⇠ for n = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10. The data
are for times 150000 and 250000 and for ambient number density ⇢0 = 0.15. For large n,
�(n) fluctuates about 1.

5.4.2 Equipartition

We check whether the thermal energy is equipartitioned equally in the twodirections by

measuring the ratio

⇣ =
h�v2

r i
h�v2
?i
, (5.18)

where �vr and �v? are the velocity fluctuations in the radial and transverse directions

respectively. If the thermal energy is equipartitioned, then ⇣ = 1. Fig. 5.8 shows the

variation of ⇣ with ⇠ for di↵erent times. The data for di↵erent times collapse on to a

single curve. Away from the shock front, ⇣ ⇡ 1 showing equipartition. However, near the

shock front, ⇣ > 1, corresponding to excess thermal energy in the radial direction.
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5.4.3 Skewness and Kurtosis

To quantify the deviation from gaussianity, we measure the kurtosis , and skewness S of

the probability distribution for the velocity fluctuations. The kurtosis and skewness are

defined as,

 =
h�v4i
h�v2i2 , (5.19)

S =
h�v3

r i
h�v2

r i3/2
. (5.20)

For a gaussian distribution, the kurtosis is 3, and skewness is zero. Deviation from these

values show the non-gaussian behavior. The radial and transverse components of kurtosis

are denoted by r and ? respectively and the variation of these quantities with ⇠ is shown

in Fig 5.9 (a) and (b) respectively. While the data for di↵erent times collapse onto one

curve, r shows deviation from 3 near the shock center, showing a lack of local equilibrium
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fitted to the data near zero.
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near the shock center, but ? shows the value of 3 for almost all ⇠. Skewness S also

provides a strong evidence for deviation from gaussianity near the shock center and a lack

of local equilibrium, but Fig 5.9 (c) shows the existence of local thermal equilibrium away

from the shock center. From the variation of S with ⇠, as shown in Fig. 5.9 (c), it is clear

that it is positive for the values of ⇠ near to shock center. Thus, the distribution is clearly

asymmetric.

The skewness of the distribution may be directly seen by examining the full probability

distribution P(�vr, r, t) for the fluctuations in the radial velocity. The distribution for a

fixed time t and fixed radial distance r, corresponding to ⇠ = 0.58 is shown in Fig 5.9(d).

This corresponds to a region away from the shock front where the skewness in Fig. 5.9(c)

is non-zero. It can be seen from the figure that the distribution deviates from the gaussian

distribution and is skewed towards the larger positive fluctuations.

5.5 Conclusion and discussion

To summarize this chapter, we compared the TvNS solution for the radial distribution

of pressure, temperature, density, and flow velocity fields with results from large scale

event-driven molecular dynamics simulations of hard spheres in two dimensions. We find

that the TvNS solution is inadequate to describe the numerical data well. In particular, the

power-law behavior away from the shock front for temperature and density have di↵erent

exponents in the theory and simulations. Our findings are conflicting with the results

obtained in a recent study of two dimensions [17], which showed that the TvNS results

match well with the solutions from simulations almost all regions of ⇠, with a slight

discrepancy near the shock center.

We modified TvNS theory in two dimensions by using a virial equation of state for the

hard sphere gas instead of the ideal gas constitutive relation. We restricted our analysis

to the known ten virial coe�cients. While inclusion of the more realistic virial equation
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of state modifies the theoretical predictions, especially near the shock front, it does not

modify the exponents, and thus fails to describe the simulation data. Also, it is noted that

the numerical data for the radial distribution of flow velocity for the density ⇢0 = 0.15

matches with the modified theoretical data in a range of region away from the shock

center.

We also checked the di↵erent assumptions of the TvNS theory. We find that the assump-

tion of the existence of a local equation of state is borne out in our simulations. Though

the numerics and theory do not agree for the scaling functions, the local pressure, tem-

perature and density satisfy the virial equation of state for the hard sphere gas very well,

except for a small deviation near the shock front [see Fig. 5.7]. On the other hand, the

radial velocity fluctuations are not gaussian, and is skewed towards positive fluctuations

near the shock center. This shows that local equilibrium is not attained near the shock

center.
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Chapter 6

Shock propagation in locally driven

granular systems

6.1 Introduction

In chapters 4 and 5, we compared the results of the explosion problem in the hydrody-

namic limit with the results from simulations of microscopic models in three and two

dimensions respectively. The explosion problem is a typical example of the response of

a dilute elastic gas at rest to an external perturbation that is applied as an instantaneous

impulse. Crater formation and shock propagation in dilute inelastic gases are examples

for the response of granular systems to a localized perturbation. The externally applied

perturbation often results in a disturbance that grows in time as a power-law and the

power-law exponents may be obtained by simple tractable models of suitably excited

spherical particles where energy dissipation is only through inelastic collisions [10, 64].

Here, we discuss a model in which the systems, both elastic and inelastic, are perturbed

by a continuous energy injection to a localized region. This scenario has been set in recent

experiments with Hele-Shaw cell, an arrangement of two circular glass plates separated

by very small distance with a hole at the center on the top plate through which the ma-
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terial is injected to perturb the system of granular materials. Few examples include the

pattern formation during air injection in a system of polydisperse spherical glass beads

in a radial Hele-cell [22], pattern formation of various shapes due to the displacement of

one granular material by another [23], a system of spherical glass beads in a Hele-Shaw

cell is driven by the pressurised nitrogen gas resulting in fingering pattern [21], pattern

formation in a dry dense granular medium of sand when it is invaded by aqueous glyc-

erin solution [24], emergence of random pattern during the fluid injection in a system of

polydisperse glass beads [65].

In this chapter we study a simple model of hard spheres at rest that is driven at the origin

by a continuous injection of particles from outside. From a combination of event-driven

simulations and scaling arguments, we determine the exponents governing the growth of

the disturbance. The results are compared with the data from two experiments [21, 22]

and excellent agreement is obtained.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In Sec. 6.2 we define the model

precisely and give details of the event-driven simulations that we performed. The ex-

ponents characterizing the growth of the di↵erent physical quantities in the problem are

determined using scaling arguments in Sec. 6.3. The assumptions and predictions of the

scaling argument are tested using large scale simulations in Sec. 6.4 for both the elastic

and the inelastic system. In Sec. 6.5 we show that the results in this study are able to ex-

plain data from two experiments on driven granular systems. Section 6.6 contains a brief

summary and a discussion of results. The content of this chapter is published in Ref. [74].

6.2 Model

Consider a d-dimensional system of hard spheres whose mass and diameter are set to

one. The particles move ballistically until they undergo momentum-conserving binary

collisions with other particles. If ~u1 and ~u2 are the velocities of two particles 1 and 2
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before collision, then the velocities after collision, ~v1 and ~v2, are given by

~v1 = ~u1 �
1 + r

2
[n̂ · (~u1 � ~u2)]n̂, (6.1)

~v2 = ~u2 �
1 + r

2
[n̂ · (~u2 � ~u1)]n̂, (6.2)

where r is the coe�cient of restitution and n̂ is the unit vector along the line joining the

centers of particles 1 and 2. In a collision, the tangential component of the relative velocity

remains unchanged as there is no force acting along this direction, while the magnitude

of the longitudinal component is reduced by a factor r. The collisions are elastic when

r = 1, and inelastic and dissipative otherwise.

Initially, all particles are at rest and uniformly distributed in space. The system is driven

locally by a continuous input of energy restricted to a small region by injecting particles

at a constant rate J at the origin. The injected particles have a speed v0 in a randomly

chosen direction until they undergo their first collision, after which the injected particles

are removed from the system. Driving in this manner injects energy into the system, but

conserves the total number of particles. We will refer to this model as the conserved

model.

We also consider a non-conserved model. This model is identical to the conserved model

described above, but the injected particles stay in the system, thereby increasing the total

number of particles at a constant rate J. While the conserved model is applicable to

two-dimensional granular systems driven by a gas (where the gas may escape in the third

dimension), the non-conserved model is applicable to two-dimensional granular systems

driven by granular material. We will show in Sec. 6.3 that the scaling laws at large times

are identical for both models. We will therefore present numerical results only for the

conserved model.

We simulate systems with number density 0.25 (packing fraction 0.196) in two dimen-

sions and 0.40 (packing fraction 0.209) in three dimensions, using event-driven molecular
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dynamics [68]. These number densities are much smaller than the random close-packed

density. The total number of particles is 8 ⇥ 106 and is large enough such that the distur-

bance induced by the injection of particles does not reach the boundary up to the simula-

tion times considered in this model. We set v0 = 1, the rate of injection of particles J is

set to 1, and the injected particles have the same mass and diameter as the other particles

in the system. In the simulations, the collisions are inelastic with constant restitution co-

e�cient r when the relative velocities of the particles are greater than a cut o↵ velocity

� and considered to be elastic otherwise. This procedure prevents the occurrence of the

inelastic collapse of infinite collisions within a finite time, which is a hindrance in simu-

lations, and is also in accordance with the fact that the coe�cient of restitution tends to

1 with decreasing relative velocity between the colliding particle [75]. The value of � is

10�4, unless specified otherwise. The results are independent of �.

The numerical results in this chapter are shown only for the conserved model and are

typically averaged over 48 di↵erent realizations of the initial particle configurations. All

lengths are measured in units of the particle diameter and time in units of initial mean

collision time t0 = v�1
0 n�1/d, where n is the number density.

6.3 Scaling Argument

In order to develop scaling arguments to describe the propagation of energy, it is impor-

tant to first visualize how the inelastic system evolves in comparison to the elastic sys-

tem. When the energetic particles are injected from the center, in both cases particles get

disturbed up to a distance and the zone of disturbance propagates radially outward. Fig-

ures 6.1 and 6.2 show the time evolution of the elastic and inelastic systems with r = 1 and

r = 0.1, respectively, in two dimensions for the conserved model. In the elastic system,

the circular region of moving particles (marked in red) has nonzero density everywhere.

In contrast, in the case of the inelastic system, particles cluster together and form a dense
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band adjacent to the front of the disturbance, forming a vacant region around the center.

This circular band moves outward with time and grows by absorbing more particles. We

observe the same features in the simulations of the nonconserved model.

We look for scaling solutions, similar to that found for the problem with a single impact

in Ref. [10]. Let Rt be the typical radius of the disturbance at time t. We assume that it

is the only relevant length scale in the problem. We assume a power-law growth for the

radius of disturbance, Rt ⇠ t↵. The typical velocity vt is then given by, vt ⇠ dR/dt ⇠ t↵�1.

The total number of moving particles that have undergone collisions Nt is given by the

volume swept out by the disturbance in the conserved model, and the sum of the volume

swept out by the disturbance and the injected particles for the nonconserved model. The

volume swept out by the disturbance scales as Rd
t ⇠ t↵d, where d is the spatial dimension,

while the number of injected particles scales as Jt. Therefore, in the limit of large time,

Nt ⇠ Rd
t ⇠ t↵d for the conserved model and Nt ⇠ Rd

t ⇠ tmax[↵d,t] for the nonconserved

model. We discuss the two models separately.

6.3.1 Conserved model

The energy of the system scales as

Et ⇠ Ntv2
t ⇠ t↵(d+2)�2. (6.3)

The exponent ↵ may be determined for the elastic and inelastic cases using di↵erent con-

servation laws. For the elastic system, energy is not dissipated during collisions. However,

due to the constant driving, the total energy must increase linearly with time, i.e., Et ⇠ t .

Comparing it with the scaling behavior of energy Et ⇠ t↵(d+2)�2, we conclude

↵ =
3

d + 2
, r = 1. (6.4)
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6.1: Moving (red) and stationary (blue) particles at times (a) t = 500, (b) t = 1000,
(c) t = 1500 and (d) t = 2000. Energetic particles are injected at the center. All collisions
are elastic with r = 1. The data are for the conserved model.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6.2: Moving (red) and stationary (blue) particles at times (a) t = 1000, (b) t =
2000, (c) t = 4000 and (d) t = 8000. Energetic particles are injected at the center. All
collisions are inelastic with r = 0.1. The data are for the conserved model.
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This result coincides with the power-law scaling exponent obtained in the case of astro-

physical blast waves [28].

For the inelastic system, the total energy is no longer conserved. However, the formation

of the bands, as can be seen in Fig. 6.2, implies that there is no transfer of momentum

from a point in the band to a point diametrically opposite to it by particles streaming

across. Thus, once the bands form, radial momentum is conserved during collisions and

flows radially outward [10, 64]. Due to the continuous driving, the radial momentum

must increase linearly with time t. We confirm this in simulations by measuring radial

momentum as the sum of the radial velocities of all the moving particles. As shown in

Fig. 6.3, radial momentum increases linearly with time, at large times, in both two and

three dimensions. There is an initial transient period (see the inset of Fig. 6.3), where the

initial growth is not linear, reflecting the time taken to form stable dense bands. The radial

momentum, in terms of the exponent ↵, scales as Ntvt ⇠ t↵(d+1)�1. Comparing it with the

linear increase in t, we obtain

↵ =
2

d + 1
, r < 1. (6.5)

6.3.2 Non-conserved model

We show that the non-conserved model has the same scaling laws as described in Eqs. (6.4)

and (6.5). The energy of the system scales as

Et ⇠ Ntv2
t ⇠ tmax[↵d,1]+2↵�2. (6.6)

In the elastic case, energy is conserved and Et ⇠ t. Comparing with Eq. (6.6), we obtain

↵ = 3/(d+2) if ↵d � 1 and ↵ = 1 if ↵d < 1. For d � 1, the only solution is ↵ = 3/(d+2),
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Figure 6.3: Radial momentum as a function of time t for two and three-dimensional in-
elastic systems, showing a linear increase. The inset shows the data on a log-log scale,
which show an initial transient regime before the linear growth is attained. The data are
for the conserved model.

as obtained for the conserved model [see Eq. (6.4)].

For the inelastic case, the radial momentum increases linearly with time (see Sec. 6.3.1).

The radial momentum scales as Ntvt ⇠ tmax[↵d,1]+↵�1. Comparing it with the linear increase

in t, we obtain ↵ = 2/(d + 1) if ↵d � 1 and ↵ = 1 if ↵d < 1. For d � 1, the only solution

is ↵ = 2/(d + 1), as obtained for the conserved model [see Eq. (6.5)].

We conclude that the scaling laws are identical for both the conserved and non-conserved

models. In the remaining part of the chapter, we discuss only the conserved model.

6.4 Numerical Results

All the numerical results presented in this section are for the conserved model. The results

for the non-conserved model are similar and omitted for the sake of brevity.
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6.4.1 Elastic

We first show that the power-law growth of the shock radius Rt, the number of moving

particles Nt, and the total energy Et, as obtained in Sec. 6.3 using scaling arguments,

is correct, using event-driven molecular dynamics simulations. For the elastic system,

the scaling arguments predict Rt ⇠ t3/4, Et ⇠ t, and Nt ⇠ t3/2 in two dimensions and

Rt ⇠ t3/5, Et ⇠ t, and Nt ⇠ t9/5 in three dimensions. The results from simulations, shown

in Figs. 6.4(a)–6.4(c) for Rt, Et, and Nt, respectively, are in excellent agreement with the

above scaling and confirm the value of the exponent ↵ as given by Eq. (6.4).

The scaling argument leading to the exponent in Eq. (6.4) assumes the existence of only

one length and one velocity scale, and leads to the correct scaling of the bulk quantities

Rt, Nt, and Et with time. This assumption may be further checked by studying the scaling

behavior of local space-dependent physical quantities. We define coarse-grained radial

density distribution function ⇢(r, t) as the number of moving particles per unit volume,

located within a shell of radius of r to r + dr. Similarly, the radial velocity distribution

function v(r, t) and the radial energy distribution function e(r, t) are defined as the average

radial velocity of particles and the average kinetic energy per unit volume, respectively,

contained within the shell at any time t. We expect these local coarse-grained quantities

to have the following scaling forms:

⇢(r, t) ⇠ f⇢(r/t↵),

v(r, t) ⇠ t↵�1 fv(r/t↵),

e(r, t) ⇠ t�� fe(r/t↵), (6.7)

where � = 2(1 � ↵), since e scales as v2.

In Figs. 6.5(a) and 6.5(b), when ⇢(r, t) for the elastic system is plotted against the scaled

distance r/t↵, the data for di↵erent times collapse onto a single curve for ↵ = 3/4 in

two dimensions and for ↵ = 3/5 in three dimensions. The curve reveals that there is
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Figure 6.4: Simulation results for the elastic system (r = 1) for the temporal variation of
(a) radius Rt, (b) kinetic energy Et, and (c) number of moving particles Nt in two and three
dimensions. The solid lines are power laws with exponents as predicted by the scaling
arguments presented in the text. The data are for the conserved model.
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a substantial number of moving particles spread out between the location of the shock

front (around scaled distance r/t↵ ⇡ 1) and scaled distances approximately equal to 0.5.

However, the curve is nonzero and decreases to zero (as a power-law) for small distances.

Thus the region of disturbed particles does not have an empty core, unlike the case of the

inelastic system, as we will see below. From Figs. 6.5(c)–6.5(f) we observe that data for

v(r, t) and e(r, t) also collapse onto a single curve in both two and three dimensions when

scaled as in Eq. (6.7) with the same values of ↵. Both radial velocity and density initially

increase as the distance from the shock front increases. This leads to more compaction

near the shock front due to faster particles pushing against the slower particles. Finally,

in order to understand better the direction of motion of the particles in this driven gas,

we calculate the distribution function of hcos ✓(r, t)i, where ✓ is the angle made by the

instantaneous particle velocity with respect to the outward unit radial vector at its location,

and the averaging is performed over all particles contained within the shell from radius r

to r+ dr. In Figs. 6.5(g) and 6.5(h) we see that for small values of the scaled distance less

than 0.2 the scaling function is negative, while for scaled distances greater than0.8, its

value is positive and close to 1, for both two and three dimensions. This implies that near

the shock front the particles are mostly directed radially outward, while near the center of

the sphere the particles are on average moving inward, a feature related to the fact that the

particle collisions are elastic. The inward-moving particles are responsible for the transfer

of radial momentum across the origin and lead to the breakdown of conservation of radial

momentum in a particular direction.

6.4.2 Inelastic

Now we turn to the case more relevant to granular matter, namely, of systems with parti-

cles su↵ering inelastic collisions. The scaling dependence on time t of various quantities

in such systems relies on the basic assumption of radial momentum growing linearly as a

function of time t (see Sec. 6.3). In Fig. 6.2 we saw that the perturbed particles cluster in
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an outward moving narrow band. For the inelastic system, the scaling arguments predict

Rt ⇠ t2/3, Et ⇠ t2/3, and Nt ⇠ t4/3 in two dimensions and Rt ⇠ t1/2, Et ⇠ t1/2, and Nt ⇠ t3/2

in three dimensions. The results from simulations, shown in Fig. 6.6(a)–6.6(c) for Rt, Et,

and Nt, respectively, are in excellent agreement with the above scaling and confirm the

value of the exponent ↵ as given by Eq. (6.5).

Next we study the radial distribution functions for the inelastic gas and compare them

with the elastic cases considered in Sec. 6.4.1. The data for the di↵erent distributions

for di↵erent times collapse onto a single curve when scaled as in Eq. (6.7) with ↵ as in

Eq. (6.5) for both two dimensions [see Figs. 6.7(a), 6.7(c), 6.7(e), and 6.7(g)] and three

dimensions [see Figs. 6.7(b), 6.7(d), 6.7(f), and 6.7(h)]. From Figs. 6.7(a) and 6.7(b)

we see that the particle density is highly localized between scaled distances 0.8 and 1

and falls to zero rapidly for smaller scaled distances; this is to be compared to the elastic

gases [see Figs. 6.5(a) and 6.5(b)] where there is a larger spatial spread of density. Similar

spatial localization is also observed in the velocity and energy distribution functions [see

Fig. 6.7(c)–6.7(f)]. Another clear indication of the narrow banding of inelastic particles

moving nearly perfectly radially outward is that the distribution hcos ✓(r, t)i approaches

the value 1 [see Figs. 6.7(g) and 6.7(h)]. Like for the elastic case, the radial velocity

increases as one moves away from the shock front, stabilizing the dense bands containing

the particles.

6.5 Comparison with experiments

There are quite a few experiments [21, 65, 23, 22, 24] that study pattern formation in

a layer of granular matter driven locally at the center through the injection of another

material, gas or liquid, but not all of them study physical quantities, which is relevant

for the predictions of our model. In this section we discuss two experiments that provide

quantitative data on driven granular particles and we show how our scaling theory and
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simulations provide an explanation for the radial growth law as seen in these experiments.

The first experiment of interest is pattern formation in spherical glass beads that are dis-

tributed uniformly within a circular Hele-Shaw cell [21]. The beads, initially at rest, were

perturbed by the continuous injection of pressurized nitrogen through a hole at the center

of the top plate of the cell. The driving was uniform (similar to what we assume in this

work). The cell boundary was open so that any bead driven to the edge could freely flow

out of the cell. The patterns formed were recorded with high-speed camera. When the

driving pressure was high enough, the continuous perturbation led to the formation of a

time-dependent growing viscous fingering pattern. Our interest is the radial growth law of

this pattern in the early stage; at the late stage beyond some characteristic time t0, a wild

growth in radius due to e↵ect of boundaries is seen, which is not of interest in this chap-
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ter. We replot the published data [Fig. 1(c) in Ref. [21]] in Fig. 6.8 for scaled radius R/R0

against scaled time t/t0, where R0 = R(t0). Quite strikingly, we find that the data converge

close to the power-law Rt ⇠ t2/3, as shown in Fig. 6.8, consistent with our theoretical

prediction for the two-dimensional inelastic system [see Eq. (6.5)]. However, the scaling

analysis assumes that the only means of dissipation is inelasticity. The experiment has

dissipative frictional forces too, but it is evident from the data being consistent with the

power-law that possibly the frictional e↵ect is nullified by the critical pressure, beyond

which beads start moving, and eventually inelasticity remains as the dominant mecha-

nism of dissipation. We note that the experimental paper [21] erroneously mentions a

linear growth of radius, but it is clear that the line proportional to t in Fig. 6.8 describes

the data poorly. We also note that the power-law t1/2 in Fig. 6.8 is a poorer fit to the data

than the power-law t2/3.
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We look at another similar experiment with granular material confined in a circular Hele-

Shaw cell with central air injection [22]. When the injection pressure is su�cient enough,

the particles in the system move out by forming a central (roughly circular) region devoid

of particles. Around this central region, there is a zone where the granular material is com-

pacted. The patterns formed have been recorded by using a high-speed, high-resolution

CCD camera. The data obtained from this experiment [Fig. 13(a) in Ref. [22]] also follow

the power-law Rt ⇠ t2/3 as shown in Fig. 6.9, consistent with our growth-law exponent

[see Eq. (6.5) with d = 2]. We note that the power laws t1/2 and t1 in Fig. 6.9 are poorer

fits to the data than the power-law t2/3. Thus, again we see that the simple scaling law ob-

tained the from dominance of inelastic dissipation, and band formation, is experimentally

relevant.

6.6 Conclusion and discussion

We studied shock propagation in a granular system that is continuously driven in a local-

ized region. We analyzed both the elastic and inelastic systems through scaling arguments

and extensive event-driven molecular dynamics simulations. By identifying that energy

grows linearly in the elastic system and radial momentum grows linearly in the inelastic

system, the exponents governing the power-law growth of bulk quantities such as radius

of disturbance and number of moving particles were obtained. For the inelastic system,

the linear growth of radial momentum crucially depended on the formation of dense bands

enclosing an empty region, due to inelastic collision, as seen in the simulations. There are

very few driven granular systems where exact results can be obtained. The solution in this

chapter provides an example where the exponents, presumably exact, may be determined

through scaling arguments.

We analyzed two experiments on pattern formation that arise due to the injection of a gas

at localized point in a two-dimensional granular medium. The experimentally obtained
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radial growth of the pattern was shown to be consistent with the results in this chapter,

even though the present study ignores friction that would appear to be relevant in experi-

ments. The experimental patterns show the formation of bands that have fractal structure,

which is not captured by our model. However, the detailed structure of the bands does

not play a role in determining the growth-law exponent, as the scaling arguments required

only conservation of radial momentum, which in turn depends only on the existence of a

band enclosing an empty region and not on its structure.

We described numerical results for the model where the injected energetic particles were

removed from the system after their first collision. However, we presented scaling argu-

ments to show that the power-law exponents for the non-conserved model, in which the

injected energetic particles remain in the system, are identical to that of the conserved

model. Simulations are also consistent with the predictions of scaling theory. Such mod-

els may be valid for experiments where granular material is driven through injection of

other granular material.

Unlike the power-law exponents, it does not appear to be possible to analytically deter-

mine the form of the scaling functions for the di↵erent local densities. For the elastic

system, one might ask whether the TvNS solution [1, 3, 2] that describes shock propaga-

tion following an intense blast may be modified to the case of continuous driving. The

local conservation laws of density, energy, and momentum continue to hold for localized

continuous driving away from the source. However, we find in our preliminary studies

that the solution develops singularities at a finite distance between the origin and the shock

front. This could be because the additional assumption of local thermal equilibrium made

in the TvNS solution may not hold when the driving is continuous. A detailed analysis of

the elastic case is a promising area for future study.
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The radial growth of a blast wave following an 
intense explosion has been studied analytically 
and numerically. The radial distribution of 
pressure, density, temperature, and flow 
velocity has so far been studied by 
hydrodynamics (TvNS theory) which is one of the 
classic problems in gas dynamics. The results of 
TvNS theory have not been compared with the 
numerical results from particle-based models in 
three dimensions.  

                                                                                                
The TvNS results for the scaling functions are 
compared with the results from a large-scale 
event-driven molecular dynamics simulation. A 
system of identical hard spheres which is initially 
at rest is perturbed by an initial localized input of 
energy at the origin. Certain discrepancies in the 
distribution of scaling functions obtained from 
simulation with TvNS theory are pointed out as 
shown in Figure 1. The different assumptions 

made in the TvNS theory like the ideal gas equation of state (EOS), and existence of local thermal 
equilibrium are revisited within the simulation. It is observed that the assumption of local thermal 
equilibrium can be the reason for discrepancy. The same study is performed in the case of a two-
dimensional system in order to check the role spatial dimension. It is observed that the simulation results 
in this case are not matching with the TvNS results.  
 
The above problem is extended to the case where the 
localized perturbation by a single impact is replaced 
with the localized continuous perturbation.  The radial 
growth of the disturbance which is created by the 
energy injection is determined by the scaling argument 
and by large-scale event-driven molecular dynamics 
simulations. The radial growth of the inelastic case is 
compared with the data of two different experiments.  

Figure 1. The variation of the scaling functions (a) R(), (b)
V(), (c) E(), and (d) P() corresponding to non-
dimensionalized density, velocity, temperature, and pressure 
with scaled distance  in three-dimensions. The data shown 
are for two different densities and are plotted for 4 different 
times. The black solid line corresponds to TvNS solution. 

Figure 2. The snapshots of moving (red) and 
stationary (blue) particles in an inelastic system
following continuous injection of particles at the 
center 
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